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ANNUAL  PROGRESS  REPORT  1992 INTRODUCTION 
EUREKA:  An innovative tool 
Launched  in 1985. E  REKA has  already 
changed the face of Research and Develop-
ment cooperation \Vithin Europe.  It is an in-
novative tool helping Europe to  master and 
exploit the technologies, which will prove 
decisive in th  world,v ide race  for compet-
itiveness  and a better quality of life. 
EUREKA interacts with companies  and re-
search institutes  in E  REKA member coun-
tries and  helps  them  pool their resources  in 
the development of leading edge technology. 
The Annual Progress Repon  1992 provides  a 
general picture of E  REIV\'s project portfo-
lio  as  at 15th  October, 1992. The more than 
550 projects covered  in this r  pon  have a 
total estimated cost of more than 8.7 billion 
EC  and involve some 3,535 panicipants, 
1,620 of which are larger companies,  524 
small and medium sized companies,  1130 
research institutes  including universities  and 
261 other organisations. 32 panicipants come 
from  non-member countries.  22  of the  e are 
from other European countri  s. 
E  REKA'  members are: 
Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Finland 
France 
Greece 
Hungary 
Iceland 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
T onvay 
Portugal 
Spain 
wed  en 
wirzerland 
Turkey 
United Kingdom 
Commission of the European Communities 
E  REKA:  An op  n  initiative 
·'Bortom up" i  EUREIV\'s ground rule. 
Participants have full r  sponsibiliry for defin-
ing and implementing their scientific and 
technological cooperation projects. They are 
their O\Nn judges of the best course  towards 
new markers for Europe. 
EUREJV\'s structure is built to  harness  the 
dynamism and innovative strength in Europe's 
industry and research.  The ground rule pre-
vents unnecessary bureaucracy and provides 
a simple set of criteria for establishing 
EUREIV\ projects.  The most important of 
these  criteria requires  the project to: 
- involv  at least two partners from different 
EUREKA countries 
- aim at securing a significant technological 
advance  in th  product, process or service 
concerned 
- aim at applications in the civilian sector. 
Any company or research institute in a 
EURET V\ member country,  \Nhich has  a pro-
posal fining the E  REIV\ project criteria is 
invited to contact the rei  vant National 
Project Coordinator (NPC)  listed on pages 
46-47  in this re1 on. 
The NPC will advis  and a  ist the applicant 
and handle further contacts within the 
EUREKA structure, thus allowing inclu  try 
and research institutes  to concentrate on  the 
content and business  aspects of the pro-
posed projects.  The application proc  dure 
to establish or join a EUREIV\ project is ve1 y 
simple and only  requires  a few  hours' work. IJ the application is well founded  the project 
can, in most cases, be up and  running  within 
two months. 
EUREKA: Aclclecl  value 
E  REI  projects and participants are eligible 
to carry the EUREKA Seal - an internationally 
recognised hallmarl  of excellence. 
The participants will also be included  in 
E  REI<A's open database w hich lists by name 
and  technological  skills some 3,000 of 
Europe's foremost companie · and research 
institutes.  As such, a E  REKA participant is 
marketed all over Europe and is likely to 
attract anention and contacts from  panners 
searching  for specific technological skills to 
develop new products, processes or sen·ices. 
E  HET<A also offers itself  as a forum for direct 
dialogue b  t\'-'een gov  rnments and standardi-
sation bodies  on the one hand and EUHEKA 
participants w ho are in need  of joint indus-
trial standards or w ho are hampered  either 
by t  chnical obstacles  to  trade or by barriers 
to  public procurement on the m her. 
E  REI<A  projects have in most cases  access 
to governmem  financial backing of their re-
search and development activities.  The par-
ticipants themselves are.  hovvever, expected 
to  raise  adequate funding. 
E  REIV\ also acts as  a comact point and 
support  for participants seeking access to 
private funding sources.  such as  venture 
capital. 
E  RET <A  pos  esses considerable experience 
in crossborder cooperation and  will assist 
parricipams  w ho  request help in drafting 
project conn·acts. 
EUREKA: 
A  fl  xihle clecentralis  cl  structure 
ational Proje  t  Coordinators 
The NP  s are rhe operational core of the 
EUREr  \  nenvork. 
They run the national EURFT  \  offices and 
are the imerface between  participants and 
the E  REl<A net\,·ork. They also  form a link 
\\'ith the rele,·anr national authorities and are 
in close contact with their counterpans in 
the other E  RET<A  member countries. 
Through the NPC ner\\'ork, the national 
EUREIV\ offices  \\'ill usually be able to  find 
suitable partners for national  industry or re-
search  institutes  and  help them create sound 
projects. 
E  REKA  ecrewriat 
The Secretariat is ELJREIV\'s central support 
unit located in 13russeb. It gathers and  distrib-
utes  information on projects and  E  l~E IV\ as 
such, runs the project database,  assists the 
various bodies  of the initiative,  facilitates 
contacts bet\Yeen  partners and  promotes  the 
E  REI<A cone  pt in conjunction w ith national 
authorities. 
High L  vel Group 
This Group is made up of High Le,·el Repre-
sentatives appoimed by the EUREI<A  govern-
ments and  the Commission of the European 
Communit ie .~.  It formulate" general EL REI<A 
policy for approval by the J \ linisterial Con-
le rence.  It also monitors the implementa tion 
of ministerial decisions. 
Ministerial  Conference 
The  1\linisterial Conference  is the politica l 
body of E  REI<A  and is  responsible for fur-
thering the I  nitiari ve  and  irs  aims. 
It is composed of  linisters from  the 20 
E  R£1 0\ member coumries  and  a Commis-
sioner from  the European Communities. 
It meets a minimum  of once a  ye~1r to lay 
down the politica l guidelines for ELJRET V\', 
\\'Ork and  officially announce the ne" 
EU REI<A  projects launched since the previ-
ous  ~lini s te ri a l  Conference. 
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INTRODUCTION 
BY  MR.  PEKKA  TUOMISTO 
During  its seven years of existence  EUREKA 
ha ~ shown great dynamism and ability to 
react to  changes and the changing needs of 
European  industry,  economy and  infrastruc-
ture. This was also the case during the Finn-
ish Chair term. The positive development of 
project < lC Livilies  continued  and cooperation 
within Europe was widened and deepened, 
in which the adoption of Hunga ry as  a 
member of EUREKA formed a most important 
milestone. 
To guarantee further positive development a 
new Medium Term Plan  (i'vlTPl  for EUREKA 
covering the period  1992-1 996  was created 
under the Finnish chairmanship and adopted 
at the i\,linisterial Conference  in Tampere in 
1 \lay 1 992. 
The new MTP is - as was the first one adopted 
at the Ministerial Conference of Vienna in 
.June 1989 - based  on  the general principles 
of EUREKA as  stated  in  the llannover  Decla-
ration. ll integrates the experience gathered 
over the years,  the information obtained 
through the formal assessment performed 
under the Dutch chairmanship and the recent 
politica l developments which have occurred 
in  Europe. 
ln the new MTP the strategic priorities  of 
EUREKA are highlighted by the following 
six  principal result areas: 
- Quality and diversity of EUREKA projects. 
- Transparency and synchronisation of 
EUREKA procedures. 
- Support  for the successful  implememation 
of EUREKA projects, 
- Si\IE participation, 
- !\lore integrated  European  research and 
de\'elopment  system  and 
- Openness of EU I~EKA to other European 
countries. 
These  priority  result areas  reflect the chal-
lenges the current and emerging development 
in  Europe presents to  EUl\EKA. These areas 
were also a main focus during the Finnish 
Chair term. 
Projects are the core of EUREKA  and thus 
the progress  of the ongoing projects and the 
high number of new projects launched dur-
ing the Finnish Chair term ( 102) are to be 
warmly welcomed. The fact that more and 
more results are emerging  from  the projects 
as  indicated  by the case  histories  presented 
to  the Tampere Ministerial Conference,  is to 
be noted with great  satisfaction. 
As  far as  project brokerage and supportive 
measures  are concerned several  types  of 
activities were ca rried out t< tking into  account 
the recommendations of the The Hague 
Ministerial  onference. 
The  lational  Project Coordinator (NPC) of-
fices  and the  PC network including the 
EUREKA Secretariat (ES)  form  the basis of all 
EUREKA operations. Through thi ·,they have 
a major responsibility to maintain and further 
strengthen the bottom-up character or 
E  REKA.  An  efficiently and synchronously 
functioning network also contributes to the 
adequate involvement of all EUREKA coun-
tries.  The measures  ca rried out to  increase 
the efficiency or the NPC  network together 
with the adaption of the n  w  database  and 
the revision or the Memorandum or Under-
standing (MoU) on the EUREKA  ecretariat 
between the members gave further impetus 
for the project acti,·iries. 
In the field of  supportive measures a thorough 
study on the implementation of High Defini-
tion Television ( HDTV) related supportive 
measures  in the va rious E  REf<A  countries 
served as  a good pilot project to  identify the 
potential problems connected with a strategic 
type of a project. The SMEs  have, over the past few years,  at-
tracted  much anemion  in E  REKA project 
brokerage activities.  They play a major role 
in industrial <~C ti v iry and employment in most 
European countries  <~ ncl are of utmost impor-
tance to the European economy.  everthe-
less,  they have a quite limited activity in  R&D 
in general and their participation  in EUREKA 
is not representative of their place  in the 
economy.  The study of the  ME activation 
campaigns - procedures  and results -in vari-
ous member coumries  w hich was carried 
our and the activa tion seminars organised 
created a basis for more intensive SME partici-
pation.  luch work is still to  be clone in this 
very imponant area. 
The aim "to increase competitiveness  of 
European industry and to  improve the Euro-
pean  infrastructure''  is common to  several 
European and national R&D programmes. 
To be succe ·sful in this to  the greatest possi-
ble extent, the resources  <~va il a bl e in Europe 
should be used  in a complementary way. 
In the analysis carried  our by the Finnish 
Chair an increasing trend in the positive inter-
action bet\veen EUREKA and EC R&D  pro-
grammes  w<~s clearl y noted. lt is easy to agr  e 
with the w ish of the Tampere Ministerial 
onference to  see significant and tangible 
further development in this regard. rr  was 
<~ l so recommended  that this should be clone 
whilst preserving the specific characteristics 
of both the E  REI  initiative and the com-
munity programmes. 
To  respond to the profound changes in Eu-
rope and to  the recommendations of the 
previous Ministerial Conferences,  extensive 
seminar activities  were carried  out by the 
Finnish E  REKA Chair together w ith the 
EUREKA Secretariat to distribute information 
on EUREKA and to assist in establishing a net-
work of  arional Information  Points (r  IP)  in 
European non-member countries.  The infor-
mation and cooperation seminars, held in 
Poland, Hungary,  the  Ru  sian Federation, 
z  choslovakia,  Rum a ni <~ ,  E tonia, Latvia, 
Lithu a ni <~ ,  Albania and Slovenia were very 
importam  concrete steps in the process that 
would enable  entral and Eastern European 
coumries to  become more closely connected 
w ith EUREKA. 
A  ve1 y  welcome outcome of these  activities 
was a positive response  to the application 
for  E  REKA membership from Hungary. 
The Tampere Ministerial Conf renee  evalu-
ated  to  its satisfaction Hungary's democrati-
sation process and the stabilisation and mar-
ket orientation of its economy,  and the active 
interest and positive cooperation of Hungar-
ian partners within the EUREKA  framework, 
the presence of a functioning  E  REKA  a-
lional Information Point (  IP), the positive 
cooperation prospects in terms of appropriate 
intellectual and industrial property right  and 
export control arrangements. 
The EUREKA chairmanshit  was a pleasant, 
challenging and rewarding task  for Finland. 
The help and support from all of the E  REKA 
members and the EUREKA Secretariat deserve 
our warmest thanks. With a very great confi-
dence we hand over  the chairmanship to 
France  - the initiator of EUREKA -wishing 
every success during the coming Chair term. 
7 8 
1/r /Iuber/ Curiel/, 
Fre11Ch  \liltister (tll<esearch 
tllld )/)tiC(' 
INTRODUCTION 
BY  MR.  HUBERT  CURIEN 
E  REI<:A: 
Towards a European  technological 
Community 
Consolidation  is the term best applied  to  the 
French Chair. This enca psulates  a number of 
concepts:  the idea of continuity and the need 
to  further pursue initiatives  launched hack 
in 198'5. particularly those of the Dutch and 
Finnish Chairs:  the idea  of firmness  and the 
upholding of EUREKA's  founding principles. 
such as  rriority  for initiatives from  industry; 
finally.  the idea of strengthening and develop-
ment in line with the desire to see  the emer-
gence of large-scale projects able to give a 
ne\\' impetus to  EUI\El A  and more concrete 
form to  the whole concept of a European 
technological area. 
The acti\·ities  of the French Chair comprise 
fi\'e major thrusts: 
- increasing the involvcmcm  of Small and 
Medium sized  enterprises  (SMEs)  in 
EUREKA  projects.  in particular as  project 
leaders: 
- facilitatino- the emergence of new initia-
tives  in f; ur fields of' strategic importance 
ro European  industry: 
making an  initial assessment of the pro-
o-ramme's industrial anc.l  socio-economic 
~ffects: 
- strengthening relations \\·ith the EEC: 
developino relations \\·ith the countries  of 
Cemral  a n~ !  Eastern Europe. 
E  REKA is open not only to high technology 
SMEs. hut also to  those in the traditional 
sectors in order to  enhance their resea rch 
and development effort and thus allow them 
to  achieve a high profile which will open 
the door to contacts with larger companies. 
w hether as partners,  suppliers or customers. 
Although SMEs  arc  well  represented in the 
EUHEKA  programme (a lmost one third of 
participa nts). their role as  project leaders is 
still too limited. There is no reason why an 
SME cannot he leader of a EUREKA project. 
even  if it docs not have irs own  research 
tea m. If a small  firm joins forces  \\·ith re-
search  laboratories  and  technical centres it 
can initiate highly innovati\'C research. 
Innovative  and dynamic SJ \ IEs  have already 
realised  the benefits to he ga ined from co-
operating w ith partners beyond  their own 
borders: 
- the opening up of markets and  im pron~d 
access to ne\\' kno\\'-hO\\' and  techniques: 
- the sharing of risks and resources: 
- the achievement of significant economies 
of scale.  allowing an effecti\'e response to 
market demands. 
At Europea n level, w hat is required is making 
these  firms more aware of the opportunities 
available to  them  and helping them  to work 
together. Such an effort should. for example, 
be based  on  the scuing-up of a net\\·ork of 
European bodies  or agencies  which promore 
the technological de\·elopment of SJ \IEs. 
Special attention w ill also he dc\'otcd  to  the 
synchronisation of financing schemes  for 
SJ \ IE projects among theE  HEKA member 
countries. 
Projects already exist which bring together 
\'irtually all  the European  producers in a 
given sector:  PR0 1 \ IETHEUS  for the motor 
industry. JESSI for semi-conductors and I IDTV 
in electronics. During its chairmanship, France  intends to 
organise  industrial fora  in order to promote 
the em  rgence of projects proposed by firms 
in four fields which have be  n judged  to  be 
of strategic importanc 
Data processing: the main task is to develop 
the key elements for computer syst  m , and 
application technolooies  and software in two 
areas:  the language  industry and medicine. 
The motor industrv:  in this  ctor of great 
economic importance  there is a need  to  pro-
mote the emergence of cooperative projects 
in which the subcontractors and S1 \1Es must 
be closely involved. This programme could 
be based on the c  ncept of the environm  n-
tally-friendly vehicle (clean. economical, intel-
ligent and recyclable). 
The factory of  the future:  faced with  .Japan·s 
I~ J S programme and the American C  LS op-
eration, Europe mu 't be equipped  to  play a 
major role in the imernational competition. 
The E  H.EKA initiatives  in this field (EURO-
LASEH., F  M  and MAINE) \Nill be supple-
mented by schemes concerning other aspects 
(organisational  methods,  communication 
protocols, production tools,  training, etc.). 
Consistency between these technological, 
organisational and human elements is the 
basic rationale underpinning the concept of 
the ··factoiy  of the future··, at the heart of 
industrial competitiveness. 
Waste: In the field of environment protec-
tion, \Vaste  management and treatment is a 
very real challenge facing today's industrial-
ised societies  and the subject of ever hard-
ening public opinion.  There is more need 
than  ver t  develop  technological partner-
ships in this field. 
E  REKA has been running for seven years 
now and numerous projects have reached or 
will soon be r  aching the production and 
marketing stage.  A study of their industrial 
and socio-economic impact will make it pos-
sible to assess  the results. 
Thi  as  e  ment is being carried out by a net-
\\'Ork of national  teams of independem  net-
works headed by a coordination committee. 
The results will  allow  us to  nsure that peo-
ple are better informed of EUREKA and its 
effects on the daily life of Europeans. 
The Dekker H.eport, drawn up under the 
Dutch chair, has  shown that it was both pos-
sible and desirable to establish complemem-
arity between EUREKA and the Community 
programmes,  while being careful to  respect 
their individual characteristics.  Th  French 
Chair will therefore propose measure  lik  ly 
to 1 romot  a better relationship between 
E  REKA and the Community's R&D pro-
grammes. 
Finally,  it will maintain and further develop 
relations \Vith third countries in order to allow 
the emerging democracies in Central and 
Eastern Europe to  play a more active part in 
building our common house: Europe. 
EUREKA's task  is to  help develop a genuine 
European community  in the area  of applied 
res  arch.  This must certainly include re-
searchers from industry and the public au-
thorities,  but also and more generally all 
tho  e who are responsible for technology in 
businesses  and th  ir chi  f executives  in par-
ticular. Corporate heads must have a t  chno-
logical strategy for their company; the Europe 
of E  HEKA is the basis on which they can 
found this strategy in order to develop at 
European level and face up to the world 
market. 
9 EUREKA  IN  1992 
Hungary Joins EUREKA 
EUREKA  responded to the upheavals in 
Eastern Europe swiftly and positively from 
the beginning. In 1990 and 1991, changes to 
EUREKAs operating  rules  made it easier for 
organisations from  these c  untries  to  con-
tribute to EUREKA projects. This year, at the 
Ministerial Conference  held in Tampere (Fin-
land). Hungary joined the EUREKA family. 
'·Whilst other programmes  we have joined 
recently are concerned  with basic research, 
and are defined  at high levels. EUREKA em-
bodies marker-based decision making. some-
thing we need  in Hungary very badly,"'  ex-
plains Minister Professor Erno Pungor.  Presi-
dent of the Hungarian National Committee 
for Technological Development.  "EUREKAs 
bottom-up nature will encourage the idea 
that basic resea rch should be developed  into 
products, and that this is primarily the role 
of the private sector. ·· 
He rhus sees  EUREKA as an important tool 
for Hungary"s  restructuring process. and 
hopes  that collaborations with foreign com-
panies  will result in keeping researchers in 
the country,  in employment and developing 
mark  table products. 
Ministerial Conference 
Besides  welcoming Hungary as  a new mem-
ber. the 1992 Ministerial  Conference an-
nounced  102  new EUREKA projects at a total 
value of 627  million ECU,  thereby bringing 
the EUREKA project portfolio by 22  May  to 
539  projects at a total value of 8.840 billion 
ECU. 
The Ministers also endorsed  a new Memo-
randum of Understanding on the EUREKA 
Secretariat and welcomed the interest from 
EUREKA  member countries  to take on the 
EUREKA Chairmanships. 
Tn  addition to  orway,  Switz  rland and Bel-
gium, which were appointed by the IX  Min-
isterial Conference  in The Hague ro succeed 
France  as  chair coumries,  the X  Ministerial 
Conference welcomed The United  Kingdom 
as  the chair country  for 1996-1997, Portugal 
for 1997-1998, Turkey for 1998-1999 and Ger-
many  for 1999-2000. 
Five French Priorities For EUREKA 
In May 1 992 Finland passed the EUREKA 
Chair over to France. w hose i\linister for 
Resea rch and Space, Mr Hubert Curien, pre-
semed  a 1992-93 action programme based 
on five priorities. 
These are: 
- the development of new projects of a 
..strategic" nature in challenging industrial 
areas.  These  include waste processing, 
information and communication technolo-
gies  and advanced  manufacturing. 
clarifying the relationship between 
EUREKA  and the European Community's 
research programmes. 
promoting the participation of SMEs  in 
EUREKA. 
- further opening up  EUREKA to  organisa-
tions  from Cemral and Eastern  Eu ropea n 
countries. 
- introducing a systematic method for ·raking 
stock· of EUREKA ·s  effectivenes · 
Increased  Synergy EUREKA- EC 
The Vice-President of the Commission of the 
European Communities,  Mr. P.M.  Pandolfi, 
presented  at th  Ministerial  Conference a 
discussion paper on interaction between the 
EC R&D activities  and EUREKA.  The paper 
underlined the  fact that synergy between the 
two has already increased substantially in the 
past yea rs.  It further pointed  to some new 
opportunities  for interaction, such as  further 
consultations to define some priority technol-
ogy projects,  specific Community funding 
for the financing of research and innovmive 
projects for SMEs and  strengthening, at all 
levels,  of consultations and information ex-
changes  bet\veen  EUREKA and the Commu-
nity. 
The ministers welcomed the statements and 
suggestions on this matter by Mr. Pandolfi, 
and stress  d the need to 1 reserve  the specific 
charcteristics of both  the EUREKA initiative 
and the Community Programmes,  while in-
creasing the synergy between them. lew Medium Term Plan 
A  new  ledium Term Plan for EUREKA's 
activities  1992-1996  was approved  at  the 1 992 
Ministerial  Conference. The new Plan inte-
grates  the experiences gathered over the 
years,  the information obtained  from  the as-
sessment performed  under the Dutch chair-
manship and the r  c  nt political  de,·elop-
ments which  have occured  in  Europe. 
The Medium Term Plan  points to six  priority 
areas forE  REKA in the coming  years: 
- the quality and di\'ersity of  EUREKA 
projects, 
- transparency and synchronization of 
EUREKA procedures. 
- support for successful  implementation of 
EUREKA  projects, 
- increased  participation of small  and 
medium-sized  enterprises  (Si\•IE), 
- increase  in synergy bet\\'een  EUREKA  and 
EC R&D programmes  and other Europea n 
programmes 
- increase in cooperation with the Central 
and Eastern European countries. 
E  REKA \Xfeel<, Tampere 
A number of other E  REKA activities  were 
held alongside the X  linisterial  onference. 
The E  HEK.A  Seminar was held in collabora-
tion with the Engineering Associations and 
the Association of Graduate Economists.  The 
seminar  ~vas opened  by the Finnish  linister 
of Trade and Industry and featured speakers 
from Finland, France, Germany and the  USA. 
A special course  in  HDTV broadcasting and 
technology \Yas held in collaboration with the 
Tampere University of Technology and  the 
European  ssociation  for Signal  Processing. 
EURA  IP. 
Parts of the impressive ne\\' Tampere Hall 
housed  a large EUREKA exhibition, where a 
number of E  REIZA  proj  cts exhibited  their 
products alongside a general  EUREKA exhi-
bition. 
Finally,  1 0 speciall}'  invited journalist from 
all over Europe took  pan  in an  International 
EUREKA Press  Seminar,  which gave them 
the opportunity to auend all  e\'ents in the 
E  REKA week  and get a thorough informa-
lion on E  REKA's  acti,·ities. 
\'\fasre Proc  ssing Conference 
As pan of the French lnitiati,·e for develop-
ing projects of a  ~ trateg i c nature,  the first 
Industrial Com·ention on \XIaste was held  in 
Angers on 22-23  September.  Four hundred 
participants from  25  countries, representing 
both  indu ~ try and gO\·ernment. anended  to 
discuss  the problems and oppo nuniti e~ rep-
resented  by  waste dbposa l. 
The meeting g~l\ ·e precedence to project pres-
entations and  indi\'idual meetings  between 
firms,  including many  S J\I E~ .  i\'ot counting 
informal  co ntac t.~. over 3'i0  pri,·ate  m ee ting~ 
were organised. There was  al~o a  s pec i a li .~t s ' 
debate on reducing waste,  processing  it  and 
recycling  it into r:tw  materials. 
Theme \\'Orkshops \\'ere held on:  ph y .~i co­
chemical and  biological processing:  inert 
methods;  packaging,  recycling and  upgrad-
ing: soil  rehabilitation; heat processing;  recy-
cling and upgrading.  Each session was at-
tended  by an average of  1 00 participants. 
The need for fu rther simplification and  har-
monisation of regulations throughout Europe 
\\'as also highlighted. 
JESSI  in '92: 
A  lew  Approach for rhe Main Phase 
I) dicated  to  closing the technology gap  he-
t\\'een the European semiconductor industry 
and its American  and Japanese  competitor:-,, 
.JESSI 's first pha:-,e  l'inished  in  December  1 99J. 
1992  \\'as the first year of.J ESSI's  main  ph <t.~e , 
\\'hich has a budget of 3,800 t \ IECLI. 
The experiences gained  in the earlier  ph a~e 
have led  to  a hasic restructuring of the .J E::-,SI 
programme . .JESSI  now focuses  on a number 
of ·project clusters', each made up of se,·eral 
individual projects with convergent ob jec ti \'e~ . 
J \lost feature one ·flagship  project',  \\'hich de-
fines  the thrust of the  cl u ~ te r. 
In addition, the O\'erall  programme  i ~ more 
clearl y oriented towards direct  a ppli ca ti o n ~ . 
J \ lain activities concentrate on II  DTV,  Digital 
Audio  Broadca~ tin g. Broad 1 3and  lSD!  ,  lo-
bile Cellular lb dio. and Automotive Safety 
Electronics. EUREKA in South Am  rica 
On 6-- ctober this yea r,  national EUREKA 
representati,·es  held a meeting in Cayenne, 
in the French  Depanment Guyana.  pan 
from discussing  issues  relating to E  REKA's 
future in Europe, the m  mbers were there to 
be introduced  to r,,.o South American initia-
tives.  both  closely related  to  the E  REKA 
European experience. 
- 113E l ~OE KA :  created  in the broader frame-
work of CYTED (Ciencia y Tecnologia  para 
el Desarollo), this multilateral  scientific and 
technologica l cooperation  programme 
brings together 1 9 Latin American countries 
plus Spain and Ponugal.  Aiming to  increase 
the region's  productivity and industrial 
and economic competitiveness  through 
the cooperation of industries  and research 
centres,  IB E I ~OEKA  - as its name implies  -
has  been set up with a structure strictly 
identical  to  E U I~ E KA' s. 
- 1 30UVAR-ENL  E:  inaugurated  in fvlarch 
1 992, this cooperation  programme has  the 
objective or achieving technological inte-
oration bet\\·een South American and Car-
U)bean countries. Also inspired by EUREKA, 
with \\·hich cooperation agreements have 
been concluded. BOLIVAR receives support 
from many international organisations,  such 
as  Latin Am erican System  and UNESCO. 
EUREKA:  Materials  in Space 
EUREKA  helped  organise a Symposium 
Workshop on  .. Ac.h·anced  laterials for Light-
weight Structures ...  1 992  in The Netherlands 
in late J \larch with E  TEC  (Europ  an  pace 
Research and Technology Centre) and 
BRJTE  E  RAJ\1.  The three-day event concen-
trated on the use of new  materials and manu-
facturing processes  in this field. 
rew Publications 
1992 saw  no  less  than  four new  Project Fold-
ers. containing two-page articles  on  projects 
in the areas of Transport (19 projects cov-
ered). Biotechnology ( ) 8). Energy (20) and 
Information Technology (70) respectively. 
In addition.  new  booklets were published  to 
help Small  and 1 \ledium Sized Enterprises 
(StvlEs) tak  more advantage of EUREKA, and 
to explain and promote the value of Support-
ive Measures. Both  booklets aim to  help spe-
cific target groups understand what E  RET(A 
offers,  and how  it is relevant to  them. For a 
wider audience a new  EUREJ (A Vademecum 
was  published  describing the EUREI(A his-
rory and sructure and how  to  initiate or join 
E  REI(A projects. 
Two  n  w  books also saw the light of day: 
A  nevY  book  looking back on EUREI(A's first 
five years carrying spectacular pictures from 
the Event of Excellence,  the actual Jubilee 
festivities,  and a book  telling the story of 
EUREKA's  remarkably  fast response to  the 
demands for co-operation from  coumries  in 
Central and Eastern Europe. 
Finally a multivision shO\Y demonstrating 
EUREJ (A's succ  ss  in bringing finished prod-
ucts to  the market was  created and  is avail-
able on video. Third Interparliam  ntary 
E  REKA Conference 
The tradition of annual interparliamemary 
conferenc  s was  continued  this year by the 
Parliamenr of Finland, w hich on  11-13  March 
hosted colleagues  from  other national  parlia-
m  nts and the European parliament. 
The parliamentarians gave strong support to 
the six priority areas outlined  in the new 
EUREKA Medium Term Plan, and they under-
lined  the importance of using E  REKA  to 
solve environmental problems. 
The parliamentarians also expressed  their 
wish that the  ruguay round negotiations in 
the field of public financing should not af-
fect the public aiel  to the implementation of 
EUREKA projects. 
EUREKA Day at EXPO  '92 
With the present E  REKA chairman Mr. 
Hubert Curien, French Minister of Research 
and Space,  and his Spanish colleague  'lr. D 
!audio Aranzadi, Minister of Industry, Trade 
and Tourism leading a panel of EUREKA high 
level representatives, E  REKA made its mark 
on the \Xlorld EXPO in  eville. The 20 mem-
h  r countries  and the Commission of the 
European Communities nominated 7  eptem-
her as  "E  REKA  Day" in Seville,  and used  it 
to both illustrate EUREKA's  contribution to 
European high-technology and as a forum 
for discussing  its future. 
The E  REKA message  was driven forcefully 
home in front of an invited  audience of some 
500 industrialist.  and researchers from all over 
Europe. '·E  REI<A',  main priority  is concrete 
projects leading to products or processes". 
concluded  mini ter Curien. 
IP  network 
1992 saw  the establishment of a net\vork of 
E  REI<A  ational Information Points in Euro-
pean  non  member countries.  Special infor-
mation seminars were carried  out by the 
Finnish E  REY  Chairmanship assisted by 
the  E  RET<A  ecrerariat in Poland, Hungary, 
the Russian  Federation, Czechoslovakia,  Hu-
mania,  Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Albania and 
Slovenia. This net\vork, which cooperates 
closely with the E  REl<A  T mional Project 
Coordinators,  enables the Central and Eastern 
European countries to become mor  closely 
connected  w ith E  HET<A. 
E  REKA  members in  antes 
The biannual AN  ~R Days in France took 
the occasion of th  French E  HEI<A Chair-
manship to  invite all E  HET<A  members to 
exhibit their national EUREKA organisation 
at the ANVAR days.  For the first time ever all 
EUREI<A  m  mbers were present as  individual 
units in an exhibition, which  made an  im-
pressiv  example of the diversity and flex-
ibility which  is the real strength of EURET <A. II 
TECHNOLOGICAL  AREAS 
In thb ~cllion the 562  projccb arc classified 
into 9 technological areas. 
l:ach  area  i ~ descrilx~ cl  separately in a \\'ay 
"hich provides  a short  ovetYicw of the 
EU I~EKA activities in the area. It  i~  not pos-
sible  in  this Annual Project  Report to  list  all 
the  E  l{EI'\.A  projects in each area.  hut a full 
list is available upon request from the national 
r:U I~EKA  office~ or at  the EUREKA Secretariat 
in  IJrussels. 
SUPPORTIVE MEA  URES 
The successful  development and implemen-
tation of the results of EUREK.A projects may 
require certain ··enabling conditions··  to he 
mel \\'hich arc  beyond the capabilities  and 
innuence or the project participants them-
selves. 
In these cases  the concept of ··supporti,·e 
measures··  is  an  important one. 
The proccs .~ is  ··bottom-up··.  lx~g inning \\'itlt 
identification of the project needs. llo\\'e,·er. 
fulfilling the conditions may require action 
from gm·ernments and international bodies. 
initiated and supported hy EUREKA bodies. MEDICAL- AND  BIOTECHNOLOGY 
The term 'biotechnologi means different 
things ro different people,  evoking  images as 
divers  as  genetic engineering and agricul-
ture. ln its  If it is not a science or industry 
like, say, the field of Lasers- it is more multi-
disciplimuy, and has a much wid  r scope. 
In fact the only common theme running 
throughout the E  REKA  projects in this sec-
tor is the application of biological sciences, 
a broad term incorporating everything and 
anything relating to  living  matter.  In this sec-
tor you w ill find university laboratories invent-
ing artificial organs,  agricultural  industries 
developing better animal foods, and every-
thing in between. 
Human  and Animal H  altb 
Improving human and  animal hea lth  is of 
course  a very  important pan of this sector. 
Of the  112 EUREKA  Biotechnology projects 
either beginning, underway or finished, al-
most half are devoted to developing better 
treatments, diagnosis . ystems and surgical 
and other hospital aids. 
The main treatments are for hean  auacks 
(3 projects),  malaria (2), tumours (2) and 
animal diseases \Yhich can spread  to humans 
(2). Another six deal with scavenging  free 
radicals,  improving  wound  healing and de-
veloping cures  for meningitis,  asthma and 
disorders of the central nervous system  and 
digestive tract. 
There are 20  projects developing new diag-
nostic methods and tests,  including E  798 -
DIAGNOSTICS,  an umbrella project for stimu-
lating E  REKA projects in this field. Seven 
projects are disease-specific,  whilst the others 
focus on new diagnostic tools and methods, 
uch as  non-invasive  measuring and D  T A 
probes. 
S~'< more projects aim ro modern is  hospitals, 
from better blood management and screening 
to decision suppon  systems for anaesth  tists. 
whilst another seven are developing implants 
or improving orthopaedic design. 
Improving  griculture 
Humans have been practising genetic engi-
neering for centuries. Through cross-fertilising 
particular crop types. farmers have already 
produced a range of desirable characteristics 
such as  size.  disease  resilienc  and produc-
tivity in crops as diverse  as  wh  at and fruit 
trees. 
Of the 31 E  REKA projects harnessing bio-
technology to improving food production, 8 
aim ro improve  rop and food  product qual-
ity through techniques such as genetic and 
enzymatic modification. Crops vary from to-
matoes to  eucalyptus trees. 
Another 12 will improve yields through better 
farming techniques  and products.  Develop-
ments range from expen systems to  pest c  n-
trol methods using natural microorganisms. 
Eleven projects concentrate on better process-
ing and packaging methods for agricultural 
products,  and include the first three  proj  cts 
launched  under  EUROAGI<I , a new umbrella 
promoting  R& D in the agrifood  area. 
Lastly,  ten projects deal with animal farming. 
Over half are developing better animal feeds, 
whilst improved production processes and 
operational systems account for another three. 
Biotech Production Processes 
The 1  projects in this area  include many 
·cutting edge· applications of advanced  tech-
nologies like genetic engineering and molecu-
lar biology. 
Over a third of them  focus on improving 
protein production, mostly  for pharmaceuti-
ca l purposes.  Projects  range from computer 
analysis of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance data 
to producing AIDS vaccines  through  recomb-
inant DNA genetic engineering. 
Another six are developing new production 
methods and uses  for other substances,  such 
as  enzymes.  globin, sacchrides,  mulsifiers 
and so on. Many are of use  to  the foo I in-
dustry. \vhilst the others find applications in 
pharmacy and wood pulp production. 
/3iotechlw/op,J
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COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGY 
If Europe is going to maintain its position as 
a preeminent economic power it must over-
come its internal boundaries. The continent's 
communications network plays  a vital role in 
this effort, connecting people together across 
gulfs of distance, language and custom. 
Communication R&D in Europe is therefore 
well-suited  to the trans-border collaboration 
found in EUREKA projects. 
The communications industry is  not just a 
supporter of European industry,  it is an in-
dustry in its own right.  As the worlcl"s dispa-
rate economies  head  towards a single world 
economy,  this inclustiy  w ill become more 
and more important. A  healthy R&D effort in 
Europe will ensure that European industries 
are suppliers,  nm buyers,  in  this rapidly ex-
paneling  field. 
Telecommunications and Computers 
Telecommunication networks are becoming 
increasingly powerful, abl  to  handle much 
more than just telephone calls.  There are  12 
projects devoted  to  either developing these 
future n  tworks or high-powered applications 
for  them. 
One is COSI  E, led by the  ommission of 
the European Communities  and aiming to 
develop and rest new communications serv-
ices  between European academic and indus-
trial research centres.  Other network applica-
tions under development include: advanced 
computerised  travel reservation systems (2 
projects), aircraft-ground telephone services, 
CommttJtica tion 
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transferring medical clara and applications 
(accompanied  by the development of spe-
cialised  portable workstations), enhancing 
cooperation between European aerospace 
firms, improving cooperation between build-
ing and public works engineering companies, 
and improved  energy usage  management. 
Two more projects aim to improve the actual 
transmission speed and accuracy of tomor-
row's networks by developing very  fast 
optical systems and a synchronous digital 
transmission  heirarchy. Other projects are 
developing open yet secure communication 
systems, hardware and software for real-time 
process anc.l  machine control by local area 
networks, and investigaling the effects of 
high-powered transmissions (TV, radio, radar) 
on civil aircraft electronic systems. 
Entertainment 
The most important project is this area  is 
HDTV, the second larg  st project w ithin the 
EUREI  portfolio. The 30+ companies  and 
institutes  are developing a new TV satellite 
transmission  format w ith high definition, 
'cinema  format' picture, digital  sound and 
multilingual options. 
Another 2 projects are developing sysr  ms to 
reduce the clara n  eclecl  for transmission  for 
HDTV applications,  w ith a third developing 
projectors for HDTV images. The superior 
sound of HDTV transmissions is motivating 
another project to  cl  velop srer  o  systems 
which adapt themselves  to  the local acoustic 
characteristics. 
Two  projects are developing high definition 
graphics. One is for film, publishing and data 
storage, with initial applications focusing on 
HDTV shows for large audiences, \cvhile the 
other w ill produce real-rime synthetic scenery 
to  reduce operating costs of TV stations and 
video production companies. 
Lastl y,  one project is developing standards for 
digital  ising radio signals, and anoth  r aims to 
develop a better terrestrial TV broadcasting 
standard compatible with the current PAL 
sysr  m. ENERGY  TECHNOLOGY 
A reliable energy supply at a reasonable cost 
must rate as  one of the fundamental  of 
modern society.  Since  th  Industrial Revolu-
ti  n this energy has  been supplied by some 
form of terrestrial resource, such as  wood, 
oiL coal, water or uranium. 
R  c  ntly it has been realised  that these  re-
sources are finite,  and that the conventional 
use  of some of them damages th  nviron-
ment.  ince we cannot live as  we do without 
en  rgy, new ways of producing and using it 
must be found. The EUREKA proj  cts in this 
sector answer this challenge  in typically di-
vers  ways, from improving the energy effi-
ciency of small generators to developing n  w 
forms of solar power. 
M  re Efficient Production, 
Generation and  se 
The 18 projects in this area all aim to improve 
the efficiency of the extraction, conversion 
or use  of energy,  and focus on traditional 
energy form  . 
Five involve the more effici  nt production 
of energy from coal and gas. Two ar  devel-
oping new power station designs: a 300 MW 
'clean coal' station and an innovativ  ga 
turbine/diesel engine combination  that can 
produce up to 150 MW. The others are devel-
oping smaller generation units:  two ne\v gas 
turbine designs (one for cars,  the other for 
fast ships and trains) and a more effici  nt 
mid-range diesel engine. 
Another five projects  involve hydrocarbons. 
Three are developing new technologies for 
offshore exploitation, particularly of small, 
CUlT  ntly uneconomical 'marginal fields': 
small, s  mi-auton  mous platforms, better 
seabed-platform connectors and improving 
oil yield through biorechnology. Another 
project is  developing full- cale gas storage 
areas \Vithin lined  rock caverns,  whilst the 
last aims to improve computer modelling of 
seismic data. 
The lasr 8 projects involve improving a di-
ver  e range of technologies to make more 
efficient use of energy.  Future development 
include electric and gas air conditioning units, 
power control devices for electric engines, 
industrial heat pumps and transformer  , un-
interrupted power supplies,  high efficiency 
hydrogen production for future transport 
needs and cokemaking technology for the 
steel indu try. 
Renewable Energie 
6 of  the 7 projects in this field focus on  x-
tracting energy from solar radiation, and all 
but one of these use photovoltaic (PV) c  lis, 
where light falling on specially prepared 
silicon is directly converted into electrical 
current. 
The latest of th  five photovoltaic projects  is 
EUROVOLTAIC,  an umbrella project for gen-
erating projects developing PV  products and 
sy  tems. EUROVOLTAIC will help raise Euro-
pean competitiveness  in this expanding in-
dustry. Two of the PV  projects explore the 
development of ·amorphous silicon' for PV 
cells,  and have begun dem  nstrating and 
marketing their research results. The Ia  t two 
focus on sp  cific applications of PV technol-
ogy:  high latitude/ altitud  power plants,  and 
combining PV  with hydroelectric power for 
regions characterised by wet winters and dry 
summ  rs. 
The last solar energy project, PHOEBU  , is 
working on the development of a solar ther-
mal plant, \Vhich concentrates sunlight onto 
a conventional turbine to generate el  ctricity. 
PHOEB  has succe  sfully proved  its feasi-
bility and now aims to build a 30 MW plant 
in j ordan in the mid-1990s. 
In the seventh renewable energy project, 
AEOLU  II, t\NO  3 M\XI pilot wind power sta-
tions are to be developed and constructed. 
By making th  80m blades  from carbon and 
glass  fibre,  the partners have r  duced their 
mass to 40% of those of a 2 MW predecessor. 
They are also much quieter and easier to 
erect. 
Energy 7l!chllology 
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ENVIRONMENT  TECHNOLOGY 
The sorry state of our environment needs 
,  lillie introduction. A massive technological 
effort is needed to  repair the wounds already 
intlicted and prevem funher damage being 
done. 
Environmental issues are by nature imer-
national. so the EUREKA framework  is par-
ticularl y suitable. There are more projects in 
this sector than any other, clearly illustrming 
the Initiative's responsiveness  to market de-
mand. 
Marine 
The E  H  1 \•IAR  umbrella.  focusing on moni-
toring and investigating marine environments, 
dominates this area. There are projects de,·el-
oping: sea surface monitoring equipment (2), 
devices for investigating u nder\\'a ter structures 
and the seabed (6). research vessels and 
laboratories  (2), in-situ monitoring systems 
(L t).  marine environment models (2), field 
clara  standards ( 1) and programmes for deter-
mining the air-sea  transfer or rollutants ( J ). 
Land 
EUROEt  VI RON addresses land-based envi-
ronmental projects. Of the 32  projects, 'i ar 
introducing recycling to various industries.  5 
more are developing clean-up processes for 
comaminated  areas.  3 focus on cleaner gas 
emissions and <J on waste water. 
Through computerised  management, 2 
projects will reduce irrigation and agricultural 
chemical use  and 2 will handle river and city 
sewer systems better.  Four are introducing 
cleaner industrial systems and processes and 
2 more w ill help prevem industrial accidents. 
The last 5 range from developing cleaner cars 
to  an environmental surveillance systems for 
the 1 99'-1  Winter Olympics. 
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The ·I  n o n-E U I~OEN 'IHON projects are de-
,·eloping ofT-road vehicles  for applications in 
difficult  terrain (2). improving the health of 
European forests ( J )  and decontaminating 
soils and aquifers ( 1  ). 
Monitoring 
The 11  ·ENVTNET cluster· projects are devel-
oping better monitoring systems . .Remote-
sensing developments include airborne meas-
urements (2) and a portable atmospheric aero-
sol concentration  measuring system. 
Other projects include:  3 sensor networks for 
monitoring local meteorology and precipita-
tion onto  crops and forests,  2 soft\\'are man-
agemem systems for \\'ater basins and ri,·er 
valleys and 3 geographic information systems 
for decision support and  nvironmental  im-
pact evaluation. 
Non-E  N l  T ET projects  involve airborne sys-
tems for measuring plant health and EURO-
Tl0\C, a 200 ME  U effort to increase basic 
knowledge in atmospheric science and de-
velop better instrumentation for environmen-
tal  research. 
Preservation 
The EUHOCARE umbrella aims to beuer pre-
serve ancient monuments and modern build-
ings through ne\\' materials,  technologie  , 
standards and susta inable environmental 
policy. 
Of the 27  projects. 9 aim to rrescrvc specific 
materials:  wood ('I), granite (2), marble (1 ). 
copper alloy ( 1) and concrete ( 1  ).  Five are 
protecting and restoring wall paintings. and 
3 more study the durability and environmen-
tal impact of  building materia b. Another 3 are 
developing instruments to  monitor material 
damage. 
Cleaning Up Industry 
There are 29 projects developing environmen-
tally  friendlier industrial processes.  including 
industrial chemical replacements ( 5  ),  gas 
emission  reduction ( :3)  and industrial plant 
monitoring systems (2). 
Another 16 focus on ,,·aste management. 
treatment and recycling in areas  from pig 
farming to oil  gas exploitation. 
Other 
Two projects are reducing noise pollution, a 
third is applying risk management to quality 
of life and the last is investigating natural 
rock  caverns  for puhlic meeting places. INFORMAT ION  TECHNOLOGY 
That d1e Information Technology secror is, 
in financial  terms,  d1e largest within the 
E  REKA portfolio  is not surprising. The in-
dustry has not sropped growing since  it was 
invenred, and shows every  sign of conrinuing 
ro accelerate upwards. 
A competitive Information Technology i.nclu  -
try is vital to Europ  not just for its own sake: 
all competitiv  industries  rely on their prod-
ucts, so self- ufficiency in this area  i  a  n·ate-
gic,  as  well as  an economic, goal. 
Th  E  REKAinformationTechnology projects 
are playing an  important part in bringing d1e 
many European c  ntres  of excell  nee  ro-
gether to meet the formidable challenges  from 
the U  A, Japan and the Far Ea  t. 
Hardware 
AJthough only about one mird of the sector's 
proj  cts are de licatecl  to developing hard-
war  , the e include JE  SI, E  REKA's bigge t 
proj  ct, which i  pooling the resources of the 
European  microelectronics  industry to im-
prove competitiv  ness  in this vital field. 
JES I  has  four main ·project clusters': Tech-
nology, Application, Equipment &  Materials 
and Basic &  Long-'11  rm Research. 
There are another 12  projects focusing on 
chip manufacturing, from developing better 
products, such as ASIC  (Application  pecific 
Integrated Circuits), EPROMs (Erasable Pro-
grammable Read- nly Memories) and Gal-
lium Arsenide chip , to specific processes 
and applications, such a  ion projection, 3D 
wiring and using A  ICs  for image processing. 
Ten more projects are devoted to computer 
peripherals.  Two are developing fibr  -optic 
sens  rs, and an  ther 3 are applying sensors 
to industrial assembly, nuclear pulse spectro-
metry and undenvater activities. Anod1er 2 
ar  developing better prinring technology, 
while the last 3 focu  on display systems. 
oftware 
Th  od1er 65  project  are software-orient  d. 
There are 14 project  developing software 
y  tems to enhance management processes. 
Project  include object-oriented bu iness  soft-
ware, advanced data  processing  for manage-
ment support, r  al-time contr  I and support 
syst  ms, process simularors,  audiovisual pro-
du  tion management software, improving 
communication bet\N  en R&D partners. port-
able operational  upport systems and identi-
fying the key factors in succes  fully managing 
international marker-orienred R&D  projects. 
In addition, one of the most recent projects 
in this area  is a new umbrella, EU 860- I  TO, 
which aims to assist European industries  to 
better integrate new technology into d1eir 
sn·ucture. 
Of d1e 19  projects aiming ro enhance engi-
n  ering and programming methods,  14 
projects aim to enhance software develop-
ment through n  w  methodologi  s,  software 
environment  and tools, including expert 
systems.  The od1er 5 are developing general 
systems and specific software for enhancing 
engineering and design in industries  ranging 
from constru  tion to engine design. 
The remaining 32 projects cover a wide rang 
of products and applications, including multi-
lingual text handling software (7), parallel 
computer systems and applications (3) and 
medical application  (3). Od1  r proj  ct  in-
volv  improv  d software interfaces for factory 
auromation, an  expert system  for welding 
engineering su pp  rt, a database for eli  tributed 
expert systems,  applying neural network  ro 
image identification, a high-powered server 
for comput  r networks, satellite-based  loca-
tion and message  handling service  , the 
automatic analysis of remote-sensing clara, 
public information systems and digital tel-
evision. 
illf ormatioll  Tech11ofogy 
At a  Cla11ce 
• Projects rtnderway: 77. 
u•itb total cost of  1905 
MECU 
• Projects Finished: 12 
Arou11d one qucuter oftbese 
projects bcu'l!  relationsbips 
of  some kine/ u•itb tbe EC 
a11cf  IIC IIiOIIa/ R&D pro-
grammes sucb os ALVE >~ 
COST,  DRi VE.  ESPRIT 
!Jl!  Pll CT.  !?ACE. 
AIIIIOIIIIced  in 1992: 
20 projects 
1l'itb cost t'0/11me o/2 77 
,l!ECl '·  representing a 
grou• tb of35% i11  1111mber 
or projects a11cf  15% i11 
eslimctted investment. 
%o f  total EUREKA portf olio: 
14% bp number 
22% ~) 'COS( 
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LASER  TECHNOLOGY 
When most people think of lasers,  they see 
a beam of such  intense  energy, focused  on 
such a small area, that it destroys whatever 
it touches. However the high-powered  lasers 
of fiction ar  only  fiction.  and their real  life 
counterparts are likely to be constructive,  not 
destructive. 
Current applications of 1 0\v-powered  lasers 
take advantage of their precision and accu-
racy: CD  players and eye surgeons do  not 
ne  d  high pO\ver.  \'\!hen they are fully devel-
oped, high-powered  lasers \Viii  venrually 
have  an enormous range of applications, 
particularly  in industrial  fabrication, and will 
join the Toolbox· of the industrial  world. 
For this reason  lasers represent a small hut 
vital factor in future European industrial 
competitiveness. Their development is still a 
major technological challenge with important 
market potential, a potential many  industries 
are realising through EUREKA projects. 
Laser Development and EUROLASER 
EU 6 - EUROLASER, dominates  this sector. 
It aims to  evaluate and develop  industrial 
lasers  for materials processing,  and empha-
sises  the role of lasers as  an  integral  part of 
advanced  flexible manufacturing systems. 
More than  half of the EUREKA members are 
involved in this umbrella.  and 10 out of the 
remaining 14 projects  were formed  under  it. 
The EUROLASER  project coordinates  the ac-
tual development activities  of these  laser 
projects.  Seven of these  10  aim to  develop 
bener lasers,  and three of these  focus on 
C01-Iasers. One aims for 25kW laser cells 
that can be combined  to  produce  l OOkW. 
Loser TecbJ!O/o._ (!,J' 
At a G/cnu:e 
• Projects 
uuderll'CI) ':  1 ·1. 
u-ilb totai cost<!( 
·t05.11HCl ' 
• Projects Finished:  I 
/% <Jf'total l:'li<!:'KA 
por!folio: 
2 % hJ' 1111111ber 
5 % Jj)' COS! 
Laser.prry·ecls  bOJ'e.  011 
acerage. a /aq.wr 
Jttflllber ofparlictjXIIIIS 
lbau an)' otber secun: 
iuc/udi;tg higher 1111111-
hers qj'S.\Jb · Cllld in-
dustrial n!Search uuils. 
Another is developing a more compact  lOkW 
cell, with emphasis on applications in auto-
mated  manufacture.  The third. apart from 
developing the lasers and related equipment, 
intends to perform demonstrations in \Veld-
ing.  cutting and surface treatments. 
Two  more projects are developing excimer 
lasers of at least lkW  (ten tim  s current level) 
without losing the characteristics  (low diver-
gence. uniform high  frequency) which  make 
them  useful for high accuracy applications. 
A further two laser development projects ex-
plore the possibilities  of  0-lasers and  solid-
state lasers,  respectively. 
Laser Applications 
One project is designing and building work 
stations for laser-based surface treatment, to 
be easily integrated into  flexible manufactur-
ing  processes. The other is developing a 
database  covering application knowledge 
and available laser and auxiliary equipment, 
to be consulted by the industrial user of laser 
applications.  Tt also has the secondary goal of 
developing a 5kW solid state laser. 
Of the three laser application projects not 
under ELJROLASER, one was involved with 
manufacturing and assembly.  This project, 
the only finished project in the sector, devel-
oped various lasers and disseminated knowl-
edge throughout industry on welding, surface 
and heat treatment applications. Another 
project is applying lasers to vibration meas-
urement, whilst the last is developing laser 
lithography techniques for the microelectron-
ics  industry. 
Laser Safety 
With the use of lasers increasing, safety issues 
have become particularly important. One 
laser safety project concentrates on improving 
the safety of laser medicine, to both  practi-
tioner and patient, by developing better pro-
cedures,  devices and  standards. 
The other project in this area  is another 
EUROLASER project, and addresses  safety 
issues  in the industrial application of lasers. 
The many participants come from 16 different 
countries. and are identifying and controlling 
risks. developing training and cooperating 
with standards organisation. MATERIALS  TECHNOLOGY 
The science of new materials has  been one 
of the driving  force  behind human civilisa-
tion since  its birth in the Stone  ge, and 
there is every  indication that it w ill continue 
ro play a dominant role in our lives. 
There are only a few EUREKA projects in this 
field which are actually developing brand 
new materials - seemingly traditional  materi-
als, such as steel and aluminium, are also the 
focus of advanced re  earch and innovation, 
as  are new applications. 
In addition, with the boundary bet\veen 
product development and the adjacent pro-
duclion process  gradually blurring, many 
projects concentrate on manufacturing proc-
e  es for new materials, rather than the devel-
opment of the material itself. 
ew Materials 
Of the 8 projects developing new materials, 
2 are investigating the use  of wollastonite to 
reinforce a wide range of materials,  such a 
glass  fibre composites  and thermoplastics. 
Anoth  r 2 are developing advanced  polymer 
fibres. 
Two  more projects are producing new mate-
rials for the clothing indusuy  - shoe leather 
substitutes  and clean  room clothing,  w hile 
the remaining two deal with aluminium ma-
trix  composites  and high temperature fibres. 
New Advanced Applications 
31 projects, more than half the materials port-
folio, aim to develop new applications. 
Of the 13 1 roject  directed toward  mechani-
cal  industry,  8 ar  devoted to applying  new 
mat  rials in the auromobil  indu  try,  and 
range from 'new st  el' structures  to  engine 
ceramics.  The other 5 include a new genera-
tion of centrifugal pumps,  lightweight panels 
for aircraft and diamond-like carbon coatings 
for tool  . 
Anoth  r 9 projects are as diverse as the indus-
tries  they target: the electrical and optical 
industries.  They range from two applications 
of rare earth permanent magnets  for motors 
to polymer-base  I components for optical 
fibre communications systems. 
Five more project  relate to the construction 
industry.  Two are involved in developing 
better materials for the offshore industry, 
\Nhilst the oth  r 3 improve cement, aluminium 
and  pia tic pipe structures. 
The last 4 application projects aim to improve 
processes found in the pulp, aluminium, steel 
and precious metal industries. 
New Fabrication Process  s 
Half of the 14 projects dealing with new fab-
rication methods deal  w ith metals.  One of 
these is EURO  URF, a ne\N  umbrella project 
aiming to catalyse  projects in the field of sur-
face engineering. Four deal with improving 
aluminium welding, casting or gluing, w hilst 
the rest focus on improved methods of casting 
or pressing steel. 
The other 7 projects include the other um-
brella project in the New Materials sector: 
EUROBOND, which operates  in the field of 
adhesive joining technology.  Other proj  cts 
range from harder road materials to  synth  tic 
rubber.  via high power electron beam weld-
ing. 
Te  ring Equipment, Design Codes 
and Standards 
There are 4 projects aimed at developing new 
testing methods or equipment. Examples 
range from ultrasound scanning of material 
interfaces to portable neutron  radioscopy for 
the industrial  nvironment. 
Th  last t\vo projects concentrate on estab-
lishing design codes, one on polymeric 
composites,  the other on high strength steel 
welding under demanding conditions. 
,1/aterials Tecbnology 
At a  Cla11Ce 
• Projects underu'ay: 53. 
ll'itb total cost of  316 
JIECL' 
• Projects Finisbecl: 6 
The al'erage Neu•  J llateriats 
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cost of  less tba11 40% qf  tbe 
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AIIIIO/IIIced ill  1 992: 
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ROBOTICS  AND 
PRODUCTION  AUTOMATION 
The competitiveness of Europe's manufactur-
ing industry depends largely on the quality of 
its technology.  The technology race does  not 
have a finishing line: industries must con-
tinually improve their position on the world 
market. 
Consequently Robotics  and Production 
Automation  is one of the largest sectors in 
EUREKA 
Advanced Manufacturing and 
Factory Automation 
Of the 69 projects in this area, one of the 
most important is FAMOS, an umbrella project 
aiming to  reverse Europe's decline in the 
manufacturing  industries  by promoting the 
development of flexible assembly systems. 
Of the 29  projects developing fle 'ible manu-
facturing systems, 28 are FAMOS projects. 
Ranging from shoes to  printed circuit boards, 
the ability to assemble is a widespread them 
Manufacturers can then customise  products 
to specific clients and respond better to 
changing demand. 
Another 20  projects are improving existing 
production technologies. The range of indus-
tries is immense:  from automatic mushroom 
farming to optoelectronics. Three of these are 
FA/VIOS  projects. 
Both Computer Aided Design and Engineer-
ing (CAD/ CAE)  projects,  as  well as  8 of the 
17  Computer Imegraling Manufacturing 
(CIM) projects,  were also launched under 
FAMOS. The CAD/ CAE projects aim to im-
prove specific industrial processes through 
advanced computing. The CIM projects incor-
porate all aspects of advanced manufacturing 
into  a single vision, and are defining the fac-
tories of the future in steel fabrication, ship-
building,  textiles, electronics, plastics  and 
more. 
l?obotics ctlld 
Producliou Alftomclliou 
Al a  Glance 
• Projects tllldent'ay: 106. 
u> itb toted cost  C>l 1212 
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• Projects Fiuisbed: II 
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Enabling Technologies 
and Special Developments 
Of the 5 projects developing sensors, three 
focus on specific industries  (oil/gas, textile, 
paper). Another is developing  high accuracy, 
contactless  sensors, and the Ia  t, a FA/VIOS 
project, i  developing more flexible, intelligent 
sensor systems for robotic assembly. 
Fourteen projects are developing software, 
of which five projects are developing aircraft 
manufacturing soft\vare modules  in an archi-
tecture usable by all participants. The four 
FAMOS  projects are developing software for 
real-time control, system  and option evalua-
tion, information management and more. 
The other 5 deal w ith industries  ranging  from 
pharmaceutical to aluminium extrusion. 
Another 6 are developing specific tools and 
components, including ultrasonic pipe inspec-
tion devices and vibration testing systems. 
The sole FA/VlOS project is developing an arti-
ficial vision system  for autonomous vehicles. 
Robots 
Only 2 of  the 19 robotic development projects 
are in traditional robotic industries.  Another 
six are involved in construction, whilst 4 more 
concentrate on agriculture and fishing. 
Three projects are developing underwater 
robots, including submarines, remote-con-
trolled  vehicl  s and fully autonomous robots 
for long-range subsea  surveys and installing, 
inspecting and repairing hardware. 
Another three are using  robots for activities 
in hazardous environments.  Two are devel-
oping robots for industrial sites, incorporating 
artificial intelligence and 3D laser range find-
ers.  The third aims to  automatically  reline 
steel converters.  The last project is applying 
new technologies to develop a remotely con-
trolled camera crane. 
MAl  E: Improving Maintenance 
A new umbrella project, MAI  T E, aims to pro-
mote projects which will  reduce downtime 
and maintenance costs of capital equipment. 
The first subproject aims toe tabli h an over-
view of technological processes in this field. 
The last t\vo projects are both  based on  in-
troducing automation to  the construction 
industry,  and deal with electric motors and 
electrical  installation systems. TRANSPORT  TECHNOLOGY 
An efficient transport system may be an es-
sential  factor to economic growth, but it has 
other, more direct impacts on our quality of 
life, providing personal liberty and opening 
up the entire world to  its inhabitants.  Until 
recently,  however, the environmental impact 
has not been factored  into these equations: 
urban  pollution and global warming do not 
improve our lifestyle. 
Tomorrow's transport system therefore faces 
the challenges of reducing environmental 
impact whilst improving speed and efficiency. 
This m  ans d  v  I  ping new technologies and 
improving old  ones. In Europe, the Single 
Market makes transport a particularly trans-
nation affair, so it  is  not surprising to find all 
of these themes pre  ent in  the EUREKA 
Transport  portfolio. 
Road Transport 
Of the 20  road transport  projects, 11  focus 
on infrastructure.  One  is PRO  lETHE  S, the 
largest project in  the sector, which pools the 
experience and resources of car manufactur-
ers, components suppliers, the electronics 
industry and basic researchers. 
PROMETHEU  and a similar project aim to 
make road transport safer, cleaner, more u  er-
friendly and efficient.  Different areas focus 
on driver information and support, vehicle 
and  fleet management, road  network  flow 
analy  is,  traffic management and mor  . 
Another two are developing electronic geo-
graphical databases for use in  navigational 
systems, while a third links cargo vehicle  to 
their base via  a  atellite system for  increased 
efficiency. 
'Hardware' infrastructure projects include 
improving concrete  road surfaces in  cold 
climates, increased fire protection in tunnels 
and an improved Autonomous Guided Vehi-
cl  system for harbours. 
Lastly,  tl1ree projects are setting up public 
transport systems, including a new guided-bus 
cone  pt, a d  mand-responsive transport serv-
ice for rural/interurban areas and an environ-
mentally friendly system for Lillehammer, 
able to handle  both normal loads and the 
1994 Winter Olympics. 
Another 9 1 r  jeers are developing new road 
vehicles or components.  r ew vehicles in-
clude a fuel cell  powered  bus (no emissions, 
low noise), a vehicle for transporting prefab-
ricated h  u  and two small electric urban 
cars. Vehicle components include on-board 
computers for route navigation and car status 
monitoring,  miniature  headlamps, gearboxes 
and engines with fully-integrated electronic 
controls and a truck loading/carrying system 
to reduce packaging weight. 
Other Transport Forms 
Of the 8 projects in  this field, one is a road/ 
rail system combining the best of both  meth-
ods,  and 5 are solely rail-based: a new gen-
eration of light metro trains, silent and effi-
cient linear motors,  improved  power control 
devices, high-speed track and SKYCAB, which 
involves 4- or 8-seater driverless vehicles 
travelling on a special rail  network, suitable 
for metropolitan areas and airports. 
The other two projects are developing new 
aircraft.  One is a tilt-rotor capable of vertical 
takeoff and landing, while the other is an 
amphibious aircraft suitable for search and 
rescue, firefighting,  environmental control 
and other missions. 
Logistics and Management 
Six  projects are concerned  with improving 
transport efficiency through better manage-
ment.  Half are developing management sys-
tems to help control material flow throughout 
Europe, whil  t a fourth focuses on improving 
efficiency in the canal system linking seaports 
to  inland factories. Another aims to set up a 
network  of road transport information sys-
tems, including an international database for 
freight and haulage companies, and the last 
is developing mobil  satellite-based  location 
and communication systems. 
Tra11~po rt Tecb110fogy 
At tt Clcmce 
• Projects tn7denl'tty: 26. 
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23 STATISTI CAL  TABLES 
FINANCIAL SIZE OF PROJECTS 
N° of ongoing projects by area 
Project Cost  Total N°  BIO  COM  ENE  ENV  INF  LAS  MAT  ROB  TRA  (PC) in MECU  of projects 
PC :::;  1  106  17  2  34  13  1  13  17  5 
1 <  PC :::; 2  85  23  6  24  4  0  13  8  4 
2 <  PC  :::; 3  45  7  3  11  7  1  4  7  3 
3 <  PC  :::; 4  49  9  0  15  7  0  5  11  2 
4  <  PC ::; 5  35  7  0  10  6  0  7  3 
5  <  PC :::;  10  93  19  5  18  14  2  4  26  3 
10  <  PC :::; 20  62  13  2  9  10  4  2  17  2 
20 <  PC  :::; 40  47  6  4  3  10  2  3  11  4 
PC > 40  40  4  6  6  6  4  2  6  2 
FINISHED EUREKA PROJECTS 
N° of projects by area 
TOTAL  BIO  COM  ENE  ENV  INF  LAS  MAT  ROB  TRA 
Number 
of projects  59  7  5  6  12  1  6  11  8 
Total cost  792,3  63,5  144,8  149,9  3,7  18,0  68,3  175,4 Project duration 
(PD) in  months 
PO :s;24 
24  <  PO :s;48 
48  <  PO  :s;  72 
PO > 72 
Unspecified 
Number 
of projects 
Total cost 
Total N° 
of projects 
102 
285 
136 
38 
TOTAL 
113 
674,2 
PLANNED PROJECT DURATION 
N° of ongoing projects by area 
BIO  COM  ENE  ENV  INF 
13  5  11  1 
50  13  44  3 
33  9  17  7 
9  1  5  3 
0  0  0  0 
EUREKA PROJECT PROPOSALS 
N° of projects by area 
BIO  COM  ENE  ENV  INF 
~--~~~------~ 
17  4 STATISTICAL  TABLES 
PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS IN ONGOING PROJECTS 
Number of organisations 
Industry  Research  Government!  Total 
of which  of which  Nat. Bodies 
Member  SME  University  & Others 
®Austria  67  21  29  18  12  108 
®Belgium  63  18  23  17  3  89 
@CEC  0  0  6  0  2  8 
@) Switzerland  60  32  34  24  10  104 
@Germany  256  71  183  93  19  458 
@Denmark  55  15  22  9  9  86 
®Spain  152  46  72  34  13  237 
®France  343  62  158  50  19  520 
@Greece  21  9  18  14  1  40 
®Hungary  4  2  4  0  2  10 
CD  Italy  214  38  111  58  10  335 
®Ireland  8  2  7  7  2  17 
@)Iceland  10  10  5  1  16 
CD  Luxembourg  4  0  0  0  1  5 
®Norway  82  25  41  9  17  140 
@  Netherlands  182  56  51  20  17  250 
®Portugal  23  7  31  18  9  63 
® Sweden  90  35  37  14  14  141 
®Finland  89  32  20  6  8  117 
@)Turkey  3  3  4  3  0  7 
@  United Kingdom  222  57  89  55  28  339 
Non-member  12  19 
countries 
2  1  32 
Total  1960  542  964  3122 ®Austria 
12  ®Belgium 
8  7  @) CEC 
17  10  5  @) Switzerland 
43  21  11  26  ®  Germany 
17  13  10  14  33  @Denmark 
22  26  11  15  48  25  ®Spain 
24  31  13  28  63  30  73  ®France 
13  10  10  9  19  11  18  20  @Greece 
4  4  2  2  5  3  3  2  ®Hungary 
36  22  11  25  64  26  73  83  21  4  CD  Italy 
9  5  4  4  10  9  8  9  5  2  14  ® Ireland 
2  2  2  4  3  3  2  0  2  2  ®Iceland 
3  3  2  3  3  3  3  4  2  0  3  2  1  CD  Luxembourg 
16  10  12  13  31  27  22  26  12  2  26  8  5  2  ®Norway 
26  31  12  18  50  27  43  52  16  3  47  12  2  4  35  @  Netherlands 
12  8  7  8  17  12  28  16  12  3  18  9  2  2  12  16  ®Portugal 
26  16  12  16  44  31  30  30  13  2  31  9  2  3  39  30  13  ®Sweden 
17  16  10  10  31  23  23  27  12  2  28  7  2  3  29  29  11  38  ®Finland 
3  2  3  3  5  2  4  4  5  2  4  2  0  0  4  5  3  4  4  ®Turkey 
28  20  12  19  49  35  52  63  16  2  51  12  5  3  29  47  17  39  30  5 
6  5  4  3  14  8  7  13  7  3  13  3  1  1  5  8  6  8  7  2 2 
SYNERGY  WITH  THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITY 
The European Community  is a member of 
EUREKA since  its inception and contributes 
to  its evolution.  The EC  R&D programmes 
and EUREKA converge towards the same 
goal:  the r  inforcement of the technological 
bases  and the improvement of European 
industrial competitivity 
The Community participates  in EUREKA 
through its own  research capacity (Joint Re-
search Centre), R&D programmes  and finan-
cial  facilities  as  well as  through the creation 
of a suitable environment For technological 
cooperation and the developmem of emer-
prises. 
Cooperation between the Community and 
EUREKA has  been enhanced progressively. 
At project level, Community R&D results are 
taken  into account in EUREKA projects. This 
and  tvvo-way transfers of information allow 
an effective distribution of tasks and  the 
avoidanc  of unnecessary duplication of ef-
fort. The Commission funds EUREKA  projects 
directly or indirectly and participates  in some 
of their Management Committees. The Com-
mission supports the implementation of sup-
portive measures,  for example standardisa-
tion and the valorisation of R&D  results  (e.g. 
VALUE programme) and participates in 
EUREKA fora and conferences,  \v hich  receive 
considerable support  from  the Community. 
Certain EUREKA projects with a high stand-
ardisation content are transferred  to Commu-
nity programmes,  either totally or  in part. 
Developments in 1992, both  in the Commu-
nity and in EUREKA, open up new prospects 
and offer opportunities  to enhance the 
synergy between Community and EUREKA 
actions,  to optimise  their complementarity 
and to  reinforce concertation and the ex-
change of information, while respecting the 
specific features  of each. 
This was pointed out by the Vice-Pre  ident 
of the Commission at the Ministerial Confer-
ence  in Tampere in May 1992. 
While taking into account the \Nishes  and  the 
needs of participants. this concertation and 
the funding of projects should  be guided by 
the  Following principles: 
Enterprises should express  their needs to the 
Community and  to  EUREKA, and guarantee 
consistency between their proposa ls and 
their global strategies,  pa rticularly  in terms 
of industrial exploitation. 
Projects (or parts of projects) developed 
within the Community framework will aim 
mainly at the development of key generic 
technologies  needed by industry or having a 
w ide-ranging social impact.  Projects (or parts 
of projects) developed  w ithin EUREKA w ill 
generally be applied  research  projects, near-
market and  aimed at specific products,  pro-
duction processes or services. 
Activities  related to the development of ge-
neric technologies  could  be financed  by the 
Community  following its own  rules,  and the 
application  pa rt within EUREKA. 
This concertation  between the Community 
and EUREKA is being organized  in a flexible 
ancl  pragmatic way and is based  mainly on a 
case by case approach. 
Reinforcement of the collaboration between 
Community programme managers and the 
EUREKA National Proj  ct Coordinators has 
already resulted in: (I)  more rapid circulation 
of better targeted information; (II) the selec-
tion of some industrial projects that could 
benefit from common anions;  (III)  a better 
use,  within EUREKA, of the R&D  results 
coming from Community  projects in th  ir final 
phase. 
Both EUREKA and the Community  also agree 
that particular attention should b  paid to  the 
difficulties  faced by  mall and medium-sized 
nterprises  in financing their R&D efforts, and 
they intend  to  lend mutual support to  their 
actions in this respect w herever appropriate 
and feasible. PARTIC IPATION  FROM 
NON-MEMBER  COUNTRIES 
At the TXth  J \linisterial Conference  in The 
Hagu  on 19 June 1991, the J \linisters of the 
EUREKA member states and the Vice President 
of the Commission decided  upon an action 
programme,  also ref  rred  to  as  the 'Th 
Hague Statement''. They invited  the Finnish 
Chairmanship ro prepare further steps to allow 
entral and Ea  tern European countries  to 
become more closely connected with EUREI 
and eventually becom  full memb  rs,  in 
accordance  w ith the philosophy and mecha-
nisms of E  EEI 
ln compliance with ·The Hague Statement''. 
which constitutes an extended information 
policy,  expanded nct\vorking and a  flexible 
application of the EUEEI  rules,  and with 
the invitation of the J\linisterial conference to 
th  Finnish Chair Quly 1991-J\Iay 1992), infor-
mation seminars were organised  in most of 
the Central and Eastern European countries 
and in the Baltic states.  ubsequently,  a Na-
tional Information Point network was  estab-
lished  in Albania.  Czechoslovakia,  Estonia, 
Hungary, Lat\'ia,  Lithuania,  Poland. Rumania, 
the Russian Federation and SIO\·enia. 
As  a result of these  fruitful actions towards 
entral and Eastern  Eu ropean countries,  the 
l Lungarian Government applied  for member-
ship of  EUREKA under the Finnish Chairman-
ship.  t the Xth  J\linisterial Conference  in 
Tampere on  22  •lay 1992. the  linisterial 
Conference evaluated  the democratisation 
process, the stabilisation and market orienta-
tion of the Hungarian economy,  the active 
interest and positive cooperation of Hungar-
ian  partners within the EUREr  \  frame\YOrk. 
the presence of a functioning E  REKA  1a-
tional lnf rmation Point (NIP) and the posi-
tiv  cooperarion prospects in terms of appro-
priate intellectual and industrial property and 
export control arrangements.  In conclusion. 
the  onference  unanimously accepted  th 
Republic of Hungary as a member of  EUREY \ . 
The Ministerial Conference  in Tampere also 
welcomed  the work programme presented 
by the French Chair (June  1992~Jul y 1993) in 
which th  continuing development of the 
relationship  w ith Central and  Eastern Euro-
pean countries  is also emphasised. 
Furthermore,  the existing  procedures  w hich 
offer a flexible and pragmatic channel for 
specific cooperation. enables  EUREKA  to 
contribute rowards  the development of co-
operative  re l a tio n ~ on a case-by-case basis 
w ith non-member countries  in a diversified 
ancl  highly clynamic imernarional conrexr. 
32  companies  or research institutes  from 
non-member countries  are already taking 
part in 25  different EUREKA proj  cts. 
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INTRODUCTION  TO  INDIVIDUAL 
PROJECT  DESCRIPTION 
In this :-,ection  11 indi\'idual  EL'REKA  projects 
are presented  as  examples or \\·hat  E U I~EKA 
projects actually  im·oh·e. The projects ha\·e 
been selected  lO gi\'e a  taste or the \\'ide  \'LI-
riel\' inherent in EllHEKA projects.  This \·ari-
ety  is relkcted  in the technological span of 
the projects as \\'(~ 11  as the geographical distri-
bution of the participants. Furthermore.  the 
\\'ide scope or project participants ranging 
from multinational corporations to  \'ery small 
companies  and from  dedica ted  production 
industries to uni\·ersit\· institutes se1 Yes to 
prm ·e that EUREKA  r~ all y does \\'Ork as a 
catalyst  in making  European  industry and 
research \\'Ork together to  imprO\'e  European 
com petit  i\·eness. 
In  fact. although  the  fnitiati\'e is only se\·en 
years  old. some  EUHEKA-de\·eloped  prod-
uct:-,.  processes and :-,e1Yices.  some or \\'hich 
can also  he found in this section. ha\·e al-
ready  been successfully  launched  onto  the 
market. CONQUERING 
CERVICAL  CANCER 
Cancer of the cervix  is the s  cond most fre-
quent cancer in women, and ev  ry year 
roughly 450,000 women develop  this disease 
worldw ide. But the good news is that c  rvical 
cane  r is completely curable if caught early. 
The participants in E  HEKA Project EU  403 -
HPV  hope that their work will help to save 
even more lives by  making it possible to  rec-
ognise, at an earlier stage. the changes in cells 
w hich could lead to  cancer. 
The screening programmes  in use  today rely 
on the Papanicolaou or  '·Pap" smear test, in 
which a tiny scraping taken  from  the mucous 
membrane of the cervix, or neck of the womb 
is examined  for evidence of cervical dyspla-
sia.  These  "abnormal" cells are one of the 
early symptoms which sometimes  signify 
cervical cancer. However, the smear test is not 
an  ideal test becaus  it is very labour inten-
sive.  Tn  addition, because it relies  on the 
knowledge and experience of the person 
viewing the slide. it is very subjective. 
Sometimes  abnormal cells are missed  and 
cervical dysplasia go  s undetected. The T -IPV 
project aims to  improve this situation. 
ew research leads to new solution 
N  w  r  search  into the causes of cen ·ica l 
cancer points towards a link bet\\'een the 
presence of the human papilloma virus in the 
cervix and the development of abnormal cells. 
Thi  suggested a new screening approach to 
the HPV partners. 
The project bases  itself on the fact that infec-
tion  by certain types  of Human Papilloma 
Virus (HPV) is strongly associated  \\'ith the 
development of cervical cancer. \XIith  that 
knowledge it has developed  rapid, user-
friendly tests for the laboratory detection of 
HPV in cervical specimens. which might help 
t  assess  the risk of progression tm,·ards 
malignancy. 
The new tests are based  on gene probe and 
immunoassay techniques, respectively. 
The former detects type specific HPV  D1 A. 
whilst the immunoassay detects HPV protein. 
Both procedures  represent highly sophisti-
cated  and sensitive technologies  w hich  have 
been simplified to a form that can  be used  in 
any laboratory.  It is hoped  that the two types 
of tests  w ill yield different and yet comple-
mentary information. 
Initially the HPV immunoassay will be used 
to  test biopsy samples  taken  from  \\'Omen 
w ho gave abnormal smear test results.  How-
ever. depending on  further product charac-
terisation, it may prove possible to apply the 
tests earlier in the pati  nt evaluation process. 
in parallel w ith the existing smear test, as  a 
means of increasing the ability to  identify 
women \\'ho  risk  developing cervica l cance r. 
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NEW  FOODS  FROM 
AN  OLD  SOURCE 
Not all breakthroughs burst forth at the fron-
tiers of scientific knowledge. Some spring 
up beside a well-trodden  track.  In EUREKA 
project EU 439 - CASEIN, Trish and French 
researchers hope to extract a range of new 
and va luable products from one of humani-
ty's oldest foods:  mill<. 
Ra\\· milk, fresh  from the cow. is a mixture of 
water (87 percent).  sugars,  fat.  proteins, and 
minerals.  About a quarter of the protein is 
whey. and the rest is casein. Casein is  one of 
the pillars of the dairy industry,  used  in prod-
ucts as  va ried  as  cheese and cheese substi-
tutes.  coffee whiteners,  plastics,  paints,  wall-
paper glazes. Though it only makes  up about 
2.5 percent of whole milk. dairies  have a 
range of effective methods for producing it 
in hulk. 
At least they think they do.  Actually,  in ex-
tracting casein from  milk, dairies  change it 
clramatically.  The traditional processes used. 
such as  fermentation and treatment with 
rennet or hydrochloric acid. modify  the pro-
tein  ·s complex molecular structure. The result-
ing  ·denaru  reel· casein has very different physi-
cal properties  from  the original or ·native· 
casein found in mille It no  longer dissolves 
in water, for example. 
Better Extraction Proc  sses 
1 ew physical properties open the door for 
new applications. Tantalised by that prospect, 
in 1990, the French biochemical company 
SAFTH.  invited  Dairygold (a  food-products 
giant with worlchvicle sales of over 590 million 
ECU per year) to  take the first serious look 
at native  casein·s commercial possibilities. 
Safir had  been  researching native casein for 
several years,  but practical development \Vas 
stalled  because the substance  had to be pro-
duced in the laboratory,  gramme by gramme. 
To experiment on a practical scale. the com-
panies would have to  extract much more of 
it, using techniques  that would not damage 
the molecule,  such as membranes.  centri-
fuges.  ion exchange or some combination of 
these techniques. 
By the end of 1 991, Dairygold had built a 350-
square-meter pilot plant and was working on 
the extraction process. Tests and experimen-
tal  work already carried  our indica te consid-
erable progress  on  this project, but as  in all 
H&D projects it takes  time and money to 
reach the final objectives.  Ir is  foreseen that 
considerable further development work is 
required  to achieve a commercially viable 
process. 
The scope of the project  is commercial  re-
search, with results difficult to predict. Ideally, 
the companies  would like to develop prod-
ucts as  diverse  and profitable as  those now 
based on classical casein.  Safir holds th 
patents on any  new processes developed, 
Dairygolcl the license to manufacture and sell 
the ne\v  products. LINKING  EUROPEAN  RESEARCHERS 
TOGETHER 
The EUREKA CO  I  TE  proj  ct was launched 
in 1987,  with the purpose of enhancing col-
laboration between  researchers in Europe by 
the use  of computer networks. It aimed  to 
improve nor only the speed  of communica-
tion  b  tween  incliviclual r  searchers,  but also 
the range of partners,  services and informa-
tion accessible to (potential) participams in 
pan-European  res  arch. 
Computer networks are potentially complex 
structures,  requiring  the inrerplay of many 
thousands of elements.  both  human and ma-
chine.  Sll  E aimed  to maximise  the acces-
sibility of its services,  and so adopted  the 
then-emerging standards for  pen Systems 
Communication as  its lingua franca . 
CO  I  T E has  pursued  a twin track  approach 
of supponing and educating poremial users 
of networks,  w hile at the same time develop-
ing or coordinating new  pan-European s  !V-
ices. It has  identified  several groups of re-
searchers who  have a n  cl  to communicate 
across Europe,  and provided  them  with the 
tools and support they need  to accelerate 
their cooperation through the use  of compu-
ter networks. 
At the most basic level, user needs compri e 
acce  to information and exchange of infor-
mation.  CO, INE has mer the first need  in two 
ways: 
•  a clara  repository.  known as  CONCISE, 
which contains a catalogue of information. 
•  an international directory,  known as 
PAJ~DI E.  which allows a researcher to 
immediately obtain the coordinates of 
partners in Europe and beyond. The most 
remarkable feature of  this directory  is that 
it obtains its information  not from  a sing! 
central site,  but by autommically routing 
enquiries  around the lvorlcl, before return-
ing  the reply to  the individual enquirer. 
COSI  E has  produced  results beyond the 
purely technical arena. It has  successfully 
clemonstratecl  that cooperation between 
European national administrations and Euro-
pean RTD networks can successfully enhance 
both rh  range of services  to  the research 
community,  and extend the audience  for 
those servic  s.  J 'vlost importantly,  it has  cre-
ated a momentum w hich should ensure that 
its services  will be supported  and enhanced 
by an association of national RTD  networks, 
and that future development of cross-Euro-
pean  research collaboration can  be backed 
by common support of the funclers. 
Exchange of information takes  many  forms. 
The simplest is the exchange of textual infor-
mation such as  notes  or documents. Compu-
ter us  rs can do  this through electronic mail, 
by w hich messages prepared  using word-
processors or other workstations are rapidly 
sent to corresponclems around the world. 
COSINE has proviclecl  the management 
neeclecl  to ensure that messages can be cleliv-
erecl  to  their recipients anywhere in Europe. 
OSINE has also clevelopecl tools and services 
for those w ho are already using computers 
and net\\'Orks in th  ir daily activities  ncler-
lying these servic  s is the clara network  TXl, 
the first pan-European  research backbone, 
w hich was launched  by the European Com-
mission on behalf of COSINE in 1990. TXI  has 
now  been succe  dec!  by the European Multi-
Protocol Backbone,  which can convey infor-
mation at rates  of up to  2 megabits per sec-
ond. the equi1·alent of thousands of screen-
fuls of information. 
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POWERFUL  GAS  TURBINES 
Gas turbines have already r)\'0\'en their \\'Orth 
in generating electricity reliably and in a 
manner less harmful to  the environment than 
other fossil-fuelled plams as \\'ell  as for other 
purposes  in a modern  \\'Orld. 
Gas turbine engines  in the po\\·er range suit-
able for propulsion of high-speed craft or 
trains ha,·c sho\\'n, hm,·e,·er.  a relati,·ely lo\\' 
rate of efficiency \\'hen constructed according 
to  com·entional designs.  The most ach·anced 
high-speed diesel engines  in this  range, 2 to 
2.) J \ lcgaWau, ca n auain efTiciencies  about  'SO 
percc:m  higher. 
The three  companies  forming the EURODYN 
consortium. all of them  ha,·ing great interest 
and long experience  in lUrbine construction 
for land. sea  and aircraft propulsion as \\'CII 
as for other purposes. \\'a11led  to significamly 
reduce this competitive disack amage:  they 
set out to dc,·elop an ack anced industrial gas 
turbine engine utilising a no,·el single cycle 
design and other nc\\' technologies  as  ,,·ell  as 
ne\\' materials. Their aim is to establish a tech-
nological  basis for a nc\\' European engine 
industry.  not dependent on any technology 
transfer from  other continents and capable 
of building turbines \\'hich \\'ill match the effi-
ciency le\·cls or high-speed diesels at a frac-
tion of the \\'eight and volume and ,,·hich an: 
comparable or even superior in relbbility 
and endurance.  They arc  vying  for a market 
for high-speed  boats <e.g.  ferries) and trains 
\\'hich are expected  to  take over from  the 
aeroplane as the preferred  mode of intercity 
transport  in Europe.  Whilst it is not intended 
to re,·erse  the trend to\\'ards electric rail\\'ay 
propulsion in \'\!estern Europe. there arc  re-
gions in \\'hich the lines are not electrified, or 
\\'here electricity  is cxpcnsi,·e.  and in \\'hich, 
therefore.  the ne,,· technology Gtn  open the 
door to  high-speed  travel \\'ithout requiring 
massi,·e  trackside investment. 
The goal of the present project is to  develop 
the technology to the ,·alidalion of the engine 
concept through technology demonstrator 
testing.  They then aim to go on to  manufac-
ture and operate se\·eral specific mission-
oriented  protot)·pes  for high-speed marine 
craft propulsion. for industrial applications 
such as  turbo-generators.  and  for high-speed 
trains. 
When these goals ha,·e been met.  the feasibil-
ity of gas turbine engines reaching 3)  percent 
dTiciency demonstrated. and the viability of' 
the engine validated  in the va rious applica-
tions. the participants plan to continue co-
operation  in the ensuing  production and 
commercialisation phase  \\'hich  is not pan  of 
the present EU I~E KA project. 
The bulk of the design problems \\'ere solved 
at the end of J992 after \\'hich six-to-r,,·efve 
months of demonstration tests could start. THE  EIGHT  STAGES 
TO  PURE  WATER 
Clea n drinking water is one of life's most 
basic necessities,  and one of the most essen-
tial requirements for good  public health. 
And yet, as  a number of incidents in recent 
years have shown, accidents or bad  waste 
management which  pollute the water supply 
are becoming all too common. 
The EUHOENVIRON-HO\Xl project, operating 
under the E  ROE  NIRON umbrella,  aims to 
help our w hen these problems arise.  The aim 
of the project is to produce a reliable, portabl 
unit w hich can purify  heavily contaminated 
water in both everyday and emergency con-
ditions. 
The unit w ill be based  on a new  eight-stage 
filtration system which will guarantee crystal-
clear drinking  water from  the worst of pol-
luted sources. By using purely physical and 
mechanical processes,  it does not involve 
the addition of any chemicals to  the water. 
The syst  m  will be able to  cope with chemi-
cal, biological and ev  n radioactive pollutants. 
Each stage has already been well-tested  in 
practice,  but the combination  is new. 
The eight stages of the process are as  follows. 
First, the effluent is spun in a cyclone (rather 
like a spin-drier) to ej  ct the larger particles. 
Then, filtration through  fine membranes  re-
moves particles  as  small as  0.2 microns. in-
cluding radioactive  fallout. 
The filter is automatically cleaned by periodic 
pressure impacts from the 'downstream' side. 
One innovation  is that whereas previous 
microfilrers have relied  on  plastic and glass, 
EUROENVIROJ -1-IO\Xl  uses  ceramics  for 
greater effectiveness. Next, reverse  osmosis 
removes 95o/o of dissolved  molecules,  leaving 
only inorganic ions and some organic mate-
rial. 
In the fourth stage of the process, rh  positive 
and negative ions are r  placed  by harmless 
hydrogen or hydroxylions (those of w hich 
water  itself is composed) in a bed  of ion-
exchange resin. Next, organic matter, includ-
ing any bacteria  and viruses.  is oxidised  -
effectiv  ly ·burnt' - by treatment w ith ozone, 
before the final safety stage of filtration 
through an activated  carbon bed  is ca rried 
out. This combination  of swges will deal not 
only with radioactivity and viruses,  but also 
w ith nerve gases. 
These processes avoid many of the disadvant-
ages encountered  using other methods: the 
plant does not need  cleaning, and operates 
continuously. Whilst its modular design 
means that it can  be put together in various 
\vays to suit specific needs,  in general it can 
be operated  by unskilled staff. 
It is extremely compact too, and will fit into 
a box that w ill  fit on the back  of a lorry. 
For use in the field, a 3,000 litre-per-hour 
plant can be run from a 20-kilowatt power 
supply. 
The final goal is for the unit to automatically 
start  whenever dangerous poisons from  in-
dustrial waste water threaten  the purity of 
raw water r  sources, such as  rivers and lakes. 
The overlapping stages of the new  process, 
moreover, can bring about a much greater 
effectiveness  than the established methods: 
for instance,  over 99o/o  reduction  in certain 
nuclides,  compared  to  50o/o  to 70o/o  for con-
ventional systems. 
Further proof of the thoroughness with which 
this project attacks pollution, is a special  in-
novative rubber container that is being devel-
oped  forth  removal  of the solid r  sidue. 
In this way EUROE  fVIRON-HO\X! ensures 
not only that water \Viii be cleaned when the 
need  arises  but also that the pollutants will 
be permanently taken out of circulation. 
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RECYCLING  OF  PLASTICS 
POST-CONSUMER  WASTE 
The use  of plastics  in packaging  is growing 
by at least 8% per annum throughout the EC. 
For the time being,  38% of 17 million tons of 
thermoplastics  produced go into  packaging. 
It is estimated  that up to 1 million tonnes  of 
thermoplastics  is potentially recoverable from 
post-consumer waste (PCW). The objective 
of this project is to significantly increase  the 
proportion of  material  to be recycled  into 
packaging. In market terms,  this can be 
viewed as a re-use  of plastic packaging mate-
rial.  There will be a matching market for 
equipment used  for classifying,  separating, 
identifying anc.l  supplying plastic types. 
Recycling of plastics  from both domestic and 
industrial  PCW  back  into  packaging  is cur-
rently inhibited  by the lack of reliable and 
cost effective technologies  for sorting, classi-
fying,  separating. identifying, preparing, 
modifying and converting the materials. lL  is 
not yet certain that many recycled  plastics 
will convert as  effectively as  virgin material 
into  packaging. while satisfying the stringent 
performance,  economic and safety demands 
of the industry. 
The project will determine selection, changes 
and treatment of the material  together w ith 
conversion process developments w hich are 
required  in order to  create a wide range of 
packaging products w hich economically sat-
isfy the above-mentioned customer demands. 
a-ordination and commercialisation of the 
technology with the incorporation of PC\Xf 
into  non-food  packaging is expected  in the 
third and fourth year of the project. 
To  provide a basis for the rest of the project, 
a study is being made to  establish geographic 
variation  in the packaging material mix fr  m 
market data and sampling and proceeding 
with pre-sorted  post-consumer waste from 
Belgium, Finland, Germany,  The Netherlands, 
the U.K. and other Europ  an countries. 
Shredding, cleaning and separation tech-
niques  using  hydrodynamic and other sepa-
ration methods are b  ing evaluat  d by analys-
ing and processing samples  of material from 
all available sources. The separated fractions 
hav  to  be characterised  for basic properties, 
i.e. d  nsity,  melt index, colour, molecular 
weight distribution and contamination. 
Test methods for characterising  polymers 
have been evaluated. Colour separation feasi-
bility  has been  investigated and the mainte-
nance of colour consistency explored. 
A  number of significant contaminants have 
been  identified, and methods of removing 
them  are being  investigated. 
The impact on  package making processes of 
the wider range of polymer parameters found 
in recycled  material is being explored  w ith a 
view  to specifying more flexible operating 
conditions to permit the use of more variable 
material.  \Xfays of minimising variation  in 
material properties are also being investigated. CONTROLLING  WATER 
POLLUTION 
Infiltrations from  farming and stock-raising 
cau  e heavy pollution of soils and aquif rs. 
Th  y requir  a multi-disciplinary approach 
due to the large variety of farming methods, 
the diversity of products used, the limited 
knowledge of their behaviour in soil  and 
water, the variability of the host media in 
1 ace and time as  well as  the exten  ive area 
covered by agricultural activites. 
The IS1 V1AP  project brings together partici-
pants from variou  backgrounds: water sup-
pliers,  ch  mica! industries producing ferti-
lizers and pesticides, water agencie  , R&D 
organi ations etc. The participants constitute 
a dynamic cross-section  in order to achieve 
the following results for the improvement of 
a whole watershed area  clown to  local sites 
\Vhere pollutants are being manufactured: 
- to  establish an exhaustive synthesis of the 
present state-of-the-art; 
- to clev  lop detection and  measuring sys-
tems, including precise definition  , stand-
ardisation and automation of analytical 
methods; 
- to under  tand th  origins, development 
and transfer patterns of  polluanr elements 
in soil, surfac  water and groundwater; 
- to define environment watchdog proce-
dures, with identification  f repr s  ntative 
environmental parameter  ; 
- to  m  lei the transfer that occurs during 
the hydrological cycle, with the idea  of 
back-up, foreca  ring and management 
service  : 
- to evaluate the risks of infiltrations from 
farming for the environment, and draft 
proposals for common standards and 
products adapted to ne\v  requirements: 
- to assess  recent developments of informa-
tion technologie  in the  nvironmental 
field; 
- to optimise treatment methods for contami-
nated water. 
The final aim of this project i  to provide 
national and international watershed control 
and operating authorities, regional institutions 
in charg  of water protection, farmers and 
professional bodi  s, water  uppliers and 
manufacturers with an operational. combin  d 
information, monit  ring and decision support 
system, by which pollution  can b  controlled 
tarring from its agricultural sourc  , i.e.  a 
sp  cific hydro-informatics system for compu-
ter a sistecl  environmental management. 
It will give fast and easy access to a compr -
hensive data ba  e,  including g  ological, 
w  ath  r. crop data,  information on standards 
in force, measuring results and various ana-
lytical data. It will provide an understanding 
of pollution phenomena, control and follow-
up of their development, risk forecasting and 
control, and finally it will allow for the desired 
coordination between the va rious parties 
concerned, as  well as  adequate information 
for the public. 
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MAKING  CAD  SYSTEMS 
WORK  TOGETHER 
During a major construction, project coordi-
nation between the various engineering spe-
cialists is essential.  However, although archi-
tects, heating and ventilation engineers, 
structural engineers,  etc. may all be using 
comput  r-aided  design (CAD) systems. these 
are not necessarily compatible.  To overcome 
such  dr~l\ cv bac ks.  CADAEC has  developed a 
centralised coordinated CAD system  for use 
during construction projects. 
The Director of the CADAEC  Project of the 
French company SERETE describes  the ad-
vantages of the project by saying: 
·The CADAEC  system enables all people 
working on the same project ro  feed  data 
into  a centralised  filing system and extract 
the documents they need. The system  allows 
each  person to  cominue working  w ith their 
mvn  familiar CAD system, but data are fed 
into  a coorclinatec.l  system". 
The CADAEC project began in 1985  with the 
aim of moving towards complete computeri-
sation of the engineering process. 
CADAEC involves  a completely new method 
of working.  Ne\cv  communica tion technolo-
gies have been introduced  to link the various 
services and departments in the engineering 
company  itself with each other and w ith 
other companies  participating  in a project. 
The CAD systems allow repetitive tasks to be 
achieved rapidly. Shared databases enable 
better coordination of a project, w hich reduces 
th  time spent and ensures consistent data. 
The unit can also be used by suppliers and 
manufacturers  ~;vhich are based  a\vay fr  m 
the construction site. The system  will allow 
for the stanclarclisacion of components and 
th  availability  of com put  risecl  specifications 
may lead  to  the introduction of comput  r-
aid  cl  manufacture. 
By  1989 the system  had been solei  for use  in 
eight large construction projects. The first 
project to use  CADAEC technology was th 
ELA-2 launch site for the European Space 
Agency at Kourou  in Fr  nch Guiana. 
However, one of the most important projects 
is SEMAPA  w hich  is in charge of urban  plan-
ning for Paris Austerlitz, the South East region 
of Paris.  The system  relates  to many people 
involved  in urban design, such as  architects, 
SNCF (the French railway company), RATP 
(the Paris underground railways) and EDF 
(the French electricity  authority). All  produce 
documents about the re-development of the 
area  which ar  transferred  to standard format 
for submission to the system. This covers ali 
areas  in SElVlAPA and allows coorclinatecl 
drawings to be proclucecl . 
Once a construction  project has been com-
pleted, the availability of stanclarclisecl  com-
puterised drawings  w ill help with mainte-
nance.  "Eventually it w ill become natural to 
produce computerised output. \Y/e  feel that 
today in computeris  cl  exchange systems we 
are where we \Vere ten  years ago in CAD ", 
stresses  SERETE. REMOVING  THE  LANGUAGE 
BARRIER  FOR  TRADE 
MPD a comprehensive mulripurp  se  product 
description and coding system 
MPD is a unique,  complex, auth  nric and 
a  I  ways u p-ro-cia  re system  of sra ncla  rei ised 
product naming and coding, sp  cifically de-
sign  cl  for the international business commu-
nity and providing- for the first  time - full 
compatibility  for interfaces with public r  -
quir  ments,  particularly in the area of customs 
and statistics.  'lPD is ther  fore particularl y 
appropriate for comput  r application and 
electronic communication  CEDI) between 
panies- public and private - involved  in in-
ternational trad  transactions. 
The first edition  of  'lPD comprises  approxi-
mately 27,000 items in six languag  s. 
The product names are taken  from the most 
recent and m  st common comm  rcial  usage 
of trade and industry.  The terms have b  en 
harmonisecl  in each of the si.x  languages by 
competent experts,  'native speakers·  w ho  are 
cl  ing  their job in their respective coumries 
under the guidance  of national Chambers of 
omm  rc  and Industry (CCis). Whenever 
uncertainties  or ambiguities  arise  regarding 
certain product  during the harmonisation 
work, these terms are checked w ith trade 
and sectoral  associations. 
The product codes are based on the interna-
tional 'Harmonisecl  Commodity Classification 
and Coding  ystem' (in brief ·Harmonised 
System/ H  ') of the Customs Cooperation 
ouncil (CCC, Brussels). 
Uniform access to company-related  data a 
European exercise: 
All of the national  CI  organisations partici-
pating in the development and maimenance 
of  J\IIPD are committed to implementing  IPD 
in their own data management systems. 
They have invested  manpm  er resourc  s of 
mor  than 50 man/ years into the MPD project. 
The Commission of the European Communi-
ties has realised the multipurpose potential of 
MPD and actively support  d  the start of this 
project.  The project obtained EUREKA status 
in June  1 988. 
MPD will become the common denominator 
for  CI company-databases  in Europe. The 
high degree of both geographical and pro-
duction sector coverage, combined  w ith ac-
tuality and reliability accounts of  the sp  cific 
strength and the high quality of company-
related  I  databases. This permits the user 
to  compare data of differenr countries  with 
one product identifica tion system, MPD. The 
asset of this system  is that different areas  of 
business administration can b  integrated 
with MPD such as  market research. interna-
tional trade marketing, purchasing and man-
aging individual trad  transactions  (including 
electronic customs clearance and trade clara 
interchange/  EDI to form one complex man-
agement information system. 
At present, language versions of MPD are 
available in Dutch, English, French, German, 
Italian and • panish but more language ver-
sions will follmv. 
Main assets of MPD: 
- Expert system dedicated to  commercial 
purposes; 
- Developed  by trade exp  rt  for trade 
experts; 
- Oriented to business practice; 
- Descriptive and explicit; 
- Based on ·r-r  · classification system 
(customs tariffs: international trade statis-
tics) giving high level of compatibility; 
- Accessible both numerically and alpha-
betically 
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BRINGING  LASERS 
TO  THE  INDUSTRY 
lligh power lasers (solid state, ca rbon dioxide 
and excimer) will have  an  important impact 
on manufaCLuring technology over the next 
decade.  Important developments are how-
ever necessary to  make laser technology ap-
plicable in a larg  variety of industrial sectors 
and processes. 
The participants in project EU  249  have con-
siderable expertise  in the field of machine 
tool manufacturing and on experience  in the 
development and introduction of average 
power solid-state lasers in material  process-
ing. 
The developments proposed  are twofold. 
First, th  partners put considerable effort into 
the extension of their know-how on appro-
priate and comprehensive  combinations of 
state-of-the-art technologies necessary to 
maximise  the effecti\·eness of laser process-
ing.  This has been achieved  by developing a 
comprehensive authoritative database  on 
effective industrial applica tion of solid state 
las  rs in the power range 0. 1 - 5 kilowatts. 
The complete information constitutes  an 
ideal support tool which is now available to 
the project pa rtners for the promotion of laser 
utilisation  in industry as  well as  for consul-
caney services. 
The second goal is to  establish a complete 
system supply ca pability that can  fully meet 
the needs of potential user industries. 
Developments on turnkey systems as  stand-
alone equipment or integrated into other 
production equipment are now well under-
way. Several  potential users are collaborating 
in this process by giving the project partners 
an insight into specific industrial needs. 
The programme involves  important basic 
laser developm  nt to  obtain the appropriate 
power range for solid state  lasers.  Special 
effort is  being  put into the design of beam 
delivery systems particularly for m:Jterials 
processing lasers.  with emphasis on flexibility 
and reliability at powers up to 5 kilowatts. 
Significant attention  has  also been given to 
the use of gases both to aid materials process-
ing and to generate entirely new processes. 
Over the period of the project, three different 
demonstrator lasers have been assembled 
and used  for process studies  and application 
investigations  with industrial companies. 
Fibre optic beam delivery being considered 
essential to the up-take of solid-state laser 
based manufacturing  technology.  all  demon-
strators have been  quipped \\'ith this inno-
vative delivery system. 
At all development stages, special attention 
has to be given to upcoming  international 
standards concerning construction and safety 
aspects of high power lasers. 
Improved YAG  laser heads developed under 
the project with a power of over 600 \X!atts 
can already he routinely manufactured and 
prospects for further gains in efficiency are 
good. The research will be finished by the 
end of 1993, strengthening  the partners· 
commercial position in a highly competitive 
segment of the advanced manufacturing tech-
nology market. HIGH  PERFORMANCE  MATERIALS 
FOR  TOMORROWS  ENGINES 
Improving internal combustion engine effi-
ciency means increasing  ignition pressure. 
H  wever current material  , particularly the 
sliding surfaces of bearings,  cannot handle 
mechanical stress at such higher pressures. 
The standard  technique for producing bear-
ings uses electro-plating. However only a few 
metals can be deposited electrochemically, 
and the 1 rocesses have  erious  nvironmen-
tal consequences. 
EUREKA Project EU 338- S  COMAT, is devel-
oping and applying new. cleaner technologies 
to produce  better bearing coatings.  The im-
proved  materials will  lead  to  more efficient, 
long  r-lived engines, and a more competitive 
Europ  an industry. 
Vacuum Deposition: A  tep Forward 
0  0  iAT is developing high-rate ·sputtering' 
vapour deposition techniques  to coat a sub-
strate with soft surface  films. The technique 
involves bombarding the coating raw material 
with noble gas  ions in a vacuum. The atoms 
of the material are ejected  and th  n d  pos-
ited onto the substrat  . 
The coating material can b  practically any 
mixture of any elements,  so that even ele-
ments immiscible in the liquid state ar  mixed 
at the atomic l  vel. Hence an enormous range 
of surfaces are possible,  including alloys only 
previously produced  in zero-graviry. 
An Integrated R&D  Effort 
S  OMAT is a concerted effort shared by sci-
enLists, bearing producers and enoine manu-
Factu rers.  In this way know-how is effectively 
transferred between basic research to produc-
tion processes, and engine design to material 
developm  nt. 
The project ha  already implemented AI-Sn 
layers in industrial proces  es. They exceeded 
all expectations in terms of \vear resistance 
and operational properties.  And although 
current t  chniques  use  intermediate layers 
between surface and substrate,  the negligible 
w  ar rate of these new surfaces  will lead to 
direct substrate-surface d  po  ition, with even 
higher mechanical durability. 
The project is now optimising the processes 
and developing ta iloring solutions for specific 
applications.  This has led, as  was int  nded. 
to  further fundamental research into film 
growth mechanisms,  which  will then feed 
further applications. 
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PRODUCING  ELECTRONIC  IGNITION 
SYSTEMS  JUST-IN-TIME 
Over the last  two decades, automotive com-
ponent manufacturers have been exposed to 
important pressures. The industry,  \\'hich 
supplies  an  increasingly concemratecl  car 
manufacturing sector, has to integrate into 
the ·just-In-Time'"  manufacturing concepts of 
its clients.  Therefore, the ability to  interface 
with the customers' CIM systems  is one of 
the key factors of success for the coming 
years  . 
FAJ \IOS PLA  T ET is concemraring its efforts 
on the manufacture of electronic ignition 
systems.  Whereas in the past these  devices 
\\'ere mainly to be found in top-of-the-range 
vehicles, they are nO\\. more widely used. 
Electronic ignition systems present a consid-
erable advamage compared to  the traditional 
mechanical devices. They are reliable and 
maintenance  free and allow for precise  con-
trol of the essential factors relevant  to the 
proper functioning of the engine.  Thus they 
also contribute to efficient fuel consumption 
and emission control. 
Project EU 26'5  initially started  w ith a feasibil-
ity study on computer integrated manufactur-
ing techniques applied to  these specific auto-
motive components. All major stages of the 
production process. including product design, 
technological prerequisites for assembly line 
development and for faCLory  floor manage-
ment systems were considered. 
The developments include specialised  robots 
for the precise assembly of the electronic 
control units,  vision systems capable of iden-
tifying c.lirferent types of products manufac-
tured on one assembly line,  and a dedicated 
computer management system, the key to 
I!'vl  technology. 
The installation of plants in two countries  and 
the integration in a common logistic system 
involving clients,  suppliers,  and R& D centers 
is planned for 1 993. AUTOMATING 
A DANGEROUS  JOB 
Fettling iron castings  is a dirty,  noisy and 
dangerous occupation, and, for the time be-
ing. improvements in rh  casting process are 
nor significant enough to  mal e the fettling 
operation superfluous or to  have it consider-
ably reduced. 
The casting process which offers many de-
grees of freedom  in the design of a work 
piece,  constitutes a prime technique for the 
production of complex parts in batches  of all 
size  . Th  ~ ttling operation consists of remov-
ing excess material with an abrasive tool. 
and is applicable to castings of different al-
loys of iron. aluminium and brass. and also 
to  forgings. 
As every casting type requires  individual fLx-
tures  and grippers it is difficult to develop a 
flexible fertling cell \Vhich can be used  for a 
larg  variety of " ·ork  pieces. 
Grear effort has  been made in the past con-
cerning the auromation ofthe feuling process. 
Experiments with compliant tools or with 
f  rce control have not been successful. The 
harsh environmem of the foundry does not 
aliO\v  for the use of delicate machinery and 
equipment. 
In project EU 456,  two companies  from  1 or-
way and  ermany,  and three  research insti-
tutes hav  formed a consortium with the aim 
of developing an  automated  fettling cell on 
the basis of their large experienc  s in the 
fields of robotics.  grinding and programming 
through specialised  man-machine imerfaces. 
MultiCrafr. has adapted an existing specialised 
robot to the specific needs of the feuling 
operation. The robot is equipped \Vith a force-
sensing system to adjust the appropriate feed 
an  I to comp  nsme for individual differences 
on th  castings. At programmable intervals, 
the \Vear of the abrasi\'e material is check  cl. 
dditional sensors measure the work piece 
p  sirion, ori  ntation and geometry. 
Programming is based on a  AD model de-
scribing the final shape of a work piece. 
One important feature of the fenling cell  is 
that the foundry worker can  teach the robot 
in the fettling shop giving him the option to 
take over coordinates  from  the  AD model. 
Therefore a man-machine interface special-
is  d in the fettling operation has been devel-
oped. With this  system the foundry vvorker 
can rely on textual and graphical support dur-
ing the whol  te:Jching phase. 
Various additional factors had to b  taken into 
ac  ount in order to  omplete the fettling cell 
and to adapt it to specific needs without ex-
cessi\'ely limiting its flexibility.  Thus the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the use  of 
different possible abrasive materials as well 
as  their proper use  in a machine had to  be 
studi  d. In order to  make processing of se\'-
eral types  of \Vork pieces possible in one 
fenling cell, a flexible gripper system allowing 
quick alterations and appropriate transport 
equipment had to  be designed. 
Finally special attention had to be given to 
overall  safety.  also raking into account the 
treatment of dusts releas  d during the fettling 
process. 
A  basic automated  fettling cell is no\v  avail-
able whil  developments on  further options 
are still ongoing. 
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COMBINING  THE  BEST 
OF  ROAD  AND  RAIL 
This project aims to  create a new generation 
or a "bi-modal" road/ rail system  incorporat-
ing a maximum of adva ntages and a mini-
mum of disadvantages  of both rail and road 
transport. 
The solution  is to  develop a cargo  container 
that can easily be transferred  between trucks 
and trains; effecti\'ely it should be a container 
that is both a road  trailer and a train carriage. 
Such systems already exist bur there is one 
main problem  with them. To  transfer the 
transport unit from  road to  rail, or the other 
way around, requires  several people and an 
expensive hea\')' duty  crane. 
In the case  or the Coda-E system  all  that is 
needed  is a road surface  level with the track, 
something that is found in most freight sta-
tions around Europe. The driver raises the 
back end of the trailer using the pneumatic 
susp  nsion system and reverses this end over 
the rails until it lies  above the ·'bogie··  - the 
part of the train that contains the \\'heel and 
brake systems and that connects the train 
carriages. The back end of th  trailer is low-
ered onto  and attached  to  the bogie. 
The front end is then raised up and supported 
by a pair of legs. so that the truck can be 
driven away from  underneath  the trailer, al-
lowing for a second bogie to  be wheeled 
underneath and attached. The trailer has  now 
become a train carriage, supported  entirely 
by the two trainbogies. The w hole process 
takes  t\\'0 people about five minutes per unit. 
The second bogie is then used  to  attach the 
back-end of the next trailer, and so on. 
This way a complete train can  be formed. 
There are a number of technical challenges 
to  be mer.  The participants have to  develop 
an air spring that extends slightly  further than 
the typical system.  and to  introduce  minor 
modifications to  the train bogies  in order to 
integrate the braking systems. 
Furthermore the trailer must be sturdier.  as  it 
w ill experience greater physical stress  when 
on the rails than trailers generally do on the 
road. There is  also the coupling system  be-
tween the bogie and the trailer w hich  is to be 
developed. 
The system  is being tested  in "weden w hich 
is an excellent testing ground. Distances are 
long,  the weather sometimes  harsh, and the 
rail  network does not reach all destinations, 
so extra transport by  road  and ferry  is inevi-
table. Support is very strong in the 1 ether-
lands too. which is actively pursuing a policy 
of promoting  nvironmentally positive solu-
tions to Europe's growing transport problems, 
and are the first customers for the system. 
The system  is also bound to be very attrac-
tive to East European countries.  They need 
to  restructure their transport  systems in an 
efficient and inexpensive way.  The Coda-E 
system does nor incur substantial stan  up 
costs. so there will most probably be a grow-
ing market not only there but also through-
out Europe. Interest has  been  raised  even in 
.Japan and Brasil. BIBLIOGRAPHY 
For the interested  reader, further material on 
E  REKA is available upon request from the 
respective National  Project Coordinator  or 
the EUREY  ecretariat (see addresses  on 
Pages 46  + 47). 
Material available in English, French, German, 
Italian and  1 anish includes: 
Annual Progress  Report. 
- EUREKA 1 ews (published quarterly) 
EUREKA Brochur 
(containing a short general description of 
the Initiative). 
- Vade  lecum (containing: 
- The Medium Term Plan. 
- D  cia  ration of Hanover. 
- Procedures  for EUREKA projects. 
- lemorandum of Understanding on the -
E  HEY  ecretariat). 
rher  publications only ava ilable in certain 
languages  : 
- Environment Technology Folder (English) 
- Robotics  and Pr  duction Automation 
Folder (English) 
- Transport Technology F  Icier (English) 
- Medical- and Biotechnology Folder 
(Engli h) 
- Energy Technology Folder (English) 
- Information Technology Folder (English) 
- Checklist  For the 1  goriation and Drafting 
of an  lnt  rnati  nal Rc'D  Cooperation 
Agreement in the Framework of a 
E  REKA Project (English) 
PTI-Guidelines  For the Protection of 
Technological Information (English) 
- Guide pour Ia protection de !"information 
technologique (French) 
- Guide to standardization  for  ompanies 
involved  in EUREKA Projects (English) 
- Guide de Ia Normalisation pour les 
Industriels impliques  clans un projet 
(French) 
- CBI - Cross Border Innovation Booklet 
(English) 
uide pour Ia preparation et Ia negociation 
d'un accord de cooperation  internarionale 
clans le cadre cl'un projet (French) 
Le  ontrat modulaire cl'assurance des 
project E  REKA  (French) 
- Assessment Report/ Dekker Report 
(English) 
- jubilee  Book (English) 
- SME guide (English) 
I Booklet/  upportive  J'deasures  Booklet 
(English) 
- Open the d  or to EUREKA (English) 
- E  REKA and  entral and Eastern Europ 
(English) 
The EUREKA Databa 
The EUREI  \  database,  which is run by the 
E  REKA Secreta riat,  contains a wealth of 
information on announced or proposed 
projects.  It can divulge the R&D  fields cov-
ered  in E  REKA, technological goals, the 
imp!  mentation schedule of projects,budget, 
participants' name  and contact addre  es. 
It is a contact tool for potential industrial and 
scientific parmers. 
The information contained  in theE  REI<A 
database  can be: 
upplied on request by  ational Project 
Coordinators or by the EUREJ<A  ecre-
tariat in Brussels (see addresses  on Pages 
46  + 47). 
- Accessed directly via ECHO (European 
Commission Host Organisation)  host com-
puter in Luxembourg. This can be clone 
through a standard terminal linked toE  HO 
via the X25 clara  net\vork (international 
address  0270 448 112  or A9270 448 112  for 
users accessing from the United Kingdom) 
or via the inLernational telephone network 
( + 352  43 64 28  if you use  a 300 bits mo-
dem and +352  42  03  7  if you use  a 1200 
bits modem: Pass,vord: E  REJ <A  in both 
cases). 
- Accessed via th  TELETEL network in 
France  using a Minitel terminal (code 
3617-EUROBA  E). 
- Accessed  via  the French Transpac network 
(Code 3617) or via an  international line 
( +33 36  43  15 15).  Sel  ct EUROB  SE  serv-
ice. 
In addition, several brochur s and newslet-
ters are published at national level. 
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0  AUSTRIA 
Dr.  Glinther Wurzer 
BIT <Bureau  for 
I nrernmional Technology 
Cooperarion) 
Wiedner 1-Tauptsrr.  63 
A - 104 5 WIEN 
Tel +43  1 505  90  59 
Telefax  +-13 1 505  90 54 
®BELGIUM 
1 \ lr. Guillaume 
Dedeu rwaerder 
Nmional Coordinator 
Programmarion de Ia 
Polirique Scienrifique 
Rue de Ia  Science 8 
13  - 10-tO  BR  CELLE 
Tel +32  2 238 35 58 
Telex  24  501  PROSCI  B 
Tclefax + 32  2 230  59  12 
@>  EC 
Mr.  Nicholas 1 ewman 
C.C.E.  D  XJI - G2 
EUI{ET \  L'nir 
Square de MeeCis  8 
SDIYIE 'I '34 
B - 1040  BR  SSELS 
Tel +32  2 295  59 76 
Telefax +32  2 296 42  89 
J'vlr.  Giulio C.  Grata 
Chief Advisor 
.C.E. DG XJII 
Avenue de Beaulieu 31 
1 3A/ 31 4°  Bureau 60 
B - 1160 BH  SSELS 
Tel +32 2 296 80 30 I  25 
Telex  21  877 COMEU B 
Telefax +32  2 296 83 89 @>SWITZERLAND 
Dr. Peter Kuentz 
Kommission zur Forclerung 
den \Xfissenschaftlichen 
Forschung 
K\VF/ CEHS. 
Matt  nhofstrasse  5 
CH - 3003 BEH 
11  I +4131 61 21 46 
11  I  x 91 29 81 BB\Xf  CH 
11  lefax +41 31 61 21 15 
®GERMANY 
Dr. Erich  iermann 
Bu  nclesmi  n  isteri u  m 
FUr  Forschung 
unci Technologie 
Heferat 22 
Heinemannstrasse  2 
Postfach 20 02 40 
D  - 5300 BON!  2 
BAD GODESBEHG 
Tel +49  228 59 31 64 
Telex 228 37 70 BMFTC D 
Telefax +49  228  59 36 04 
®DE  MARK 
Civ. Ing. Poul Knucl  en 
National Agency 
of Industry and Tracie 
Tagensvej 137 
DK-2200  COPE  T I-IAGE 
Tel +45 31 85 10 66 
11  lex 157 68 I  T DTHA DK 
Telefax +45 31 81 70  68 
®SPAI 
Mr.  Andres  Zabara 
Coorclinaclor  acional 
EUHEKA 
Centro  para  el Desarrollo 
Tecnologico Industrial 
(CDTT) 
Eclificio Cuzo IV 
Paseo de Ia 
Castellana 141, 12° 
E - 28046  MADIUD 
Tel +34  1 581 55  00 
Tel +34  1 581 56 07 
Telex 23 121  CDTI E 
Telefax +34 1 581 55  76 
Tel  fax +34  1 581 55  84 
®FHANCE 
Mr. Serge Gregory 
Coorclinateur National 
Secretariat  Fra n ~a i s 
d'E  HEKA 
3 Hu  de Caumartin 
F - 75436 PARTS CEDEX 9 
Tel +33  1 40  17 85 86 
Tel  x 282  723 (E  HEI  ) 
Telefax  +33  1 47  42  32 40 
@  GHEECE 
Prof.  Dionyssios  Monopolis 
Ministry of Incl. 
Energy &  Technology 
Gen.  ecretariat for 
Hesearch &  Technology 
14-18 Messogion Ave. 
(Abelokipi) 
P.O. BOX  14631 
GH - 115  10  ATI-IE  S 
Tel +30  1 69  11  122 ext 333 
Telex 21  40 74  YEET GR 
Telefax  +30  1 77  13 810 
Telefax  +30 1 77  14 153 
Telefax +30  1 72  12  729* 
• (c/o Mr. KAKOUHOS) 
®H  1 GARY 
Mr. Pal Koncz 
Head of Hungarian 
E  HEKA Offi 
Hungarian National 
Committee  for 
Technological 
Development (OMFB) 
Svervita ter 8 
I-I - 1052  BUDAPEST 
Tel + 36  1 11  75 782 
Tel + 36  1 11  4 331 
Telefax + 36  1 26 60 800 
(i) ITALY 
Prof.  Giancarlo  chileo 
Coorclinatore Nazionale 
E  REKA 
:Vlinistero  cleii'Universita e 
della Hicerca  Scientifica  e 
Tecnologica 
Lungot  ver  Tha  n de 
Revel 76 
I - 00196 HOMA 
Tel +39 6 32 21  581 
Tel +39 6 32 32 634 
Telefax +39 6 32 34  329 
Telefax  +39 6 32 21  584 
@JHELA  D 
J r.  Cormac Gordon 
EOL 
The Irish Science & 
Technology Ag  ncy 
Glasnevin 
IRL - DUBLIN 9 
Tel +353 1 37 01  01 
Telex 325  01  EI 
Telefax +353 1 37  01  72 
@  ICELA  T O 
Dr. Vilhjalmur Ludvik son 
The National Research 
ouncil 
Laugavegur 13 
I  - 101 HE't'KJAVIK 
Tel +354  1 62  13 20 
Tel  x  2307  I  INFO I 
Tel  fax +354  1 298  14 
CD LUA'EMB  HG 
Mr.  Marco \X!alentiny 
Ministere de I' Economie 
19-21  Boulevard Royal 
L - 2914  LUXE m OURG 
Tel +352 478 41 62 
Telex 3464  ECO  LU 
Telefax +352 46  04  48 
®  1 OHWAY 
Dr.  Ingrid Alfheim 
The Research Council of 
Norway 
Dept (  T  F) 
ognsveien 72 
PO Box 70 Taasen 
- 0801  0  LO 8 
Tel +47  22  23 76 85 
Telex 769  51  T T  F N 
Telefax +47 22  18 23 05 
@  1 ETHERLAND 
Mr. L.J.A.M. van den Bergen 
etherlancls E  REKA 
Secretariat 
C/ 0  ENTER 
Grote Marktstraat, 43 
L - 2500 GS DEN HAAG 
11  I +31 70 36  10 311 
Tel  fax +31 70  36  10 355 
®PORTUGAL 
Ora.  Manuela Loureiro 
Junta 1 acional de 
Investigacao Cientifica  e 
Tecnologica 0  ICT) 
Avenida Don Carlos  1, 126 
P - 1200 LT  BOA 
Tel +3511  397  80  51 
Telex 12  290 JU  IC P 
Telefax +3511  60 74 81 
Eng.  Angela  Reis 
Instituto  acional de 
Engenharia e Tecnologia 
Industrial (IJ ETI) 
Pra~a do Principe Heal  19 
P - 1200 LISBOA 
Tel +3511  34  74 508 
Tel  fax  +3511  34  23 362 
® SWEDE 
Mr. Jan Hjorth 
weclish National Board for 
Industrial and Technical 
Development (  T TEK) 
- 117 86 STOCKHOLM. 
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- 100 7  Stockholm 
Tel +46  8 681 91 00 
Telex JO 840 SWED  TU 
Telefax +46 8 19 68  26 
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Dr.  Heikki Kotilainen 
Deputy Director General 
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Technology Development 
Centre 
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